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President’s Message
Greetings Members!
As one of my first duties as President I would like to thank
exiting board members Russell McFadden, Dr. Connie
Brunkow and Kay Nierengarten. Their knowledge of the
breed and sport has served the membership well during
their tenure on the board. Please welcome our new board
members Gail Boyd, Karen Lee and Crystal McNulty.
The membership has done a fine job selecting these
new directors as the class of 2015. The remaining board
members are Henry Heil, Christine Hopperstad,
David Samuelson, Dr. Lisa Costello, Scot Northern
and Cindy Scott.
Gail Boyd will be serving as our new treasurer. As
treasurer, Gail is the official keeper of the AWC roster, so
remember to send her address and roster changes to keep
your information with AWC current. This is very important
as all official AWC mailings are generated from this roster.
Also be sure to keep your membership information current
on the AWC website.
Several serious concerns were discussed at the Annual
meeting. The board takes these issues seriously and is
working to find resolutions.
I am pleased to report the membership approval of our
by-laws changes. Cindy Scott will have more on this

continuing process with AKC in this newsletter. Russell
McFadden did much of this work, along with the finishing
secretary duties of Cindy Scott. Any change to the by-laws
is a lengthy process and requires a lot of work and patience.
Our thanks to Russell and Cindy for all their hard work!
Speaking of hard work, a big thank you to Judy Lowther
and her national specialty crew in Ohio. Judy and her
committee did a fantastic job of providing a wonderful
week for our national event. The Sawmill Creek Resort
was a perfect fit for our national specialty. Congratulations
to all the winners!
May is also the month for IRS filings for “not for profit”
organizations like the AWC. The AWC has filed with the
IRS for the last three years. In addition to our filing, the
IRS has asked that we provide additional information to
keep our status as a not for profit organization. As the past
treasurer, I am working with our tax professional to make
sure all the requirements are met. I will keep you posted
on any developments.
As we head into the busy summer season, enjoy
all the events that you do with your Whippets!
Safe travels,
David

Editor’s Notes
Dear Readers,
This has been an interesting month in the annuals of the
Whippet News as edited by me. I’ve always dreamed
of having the issue immediately following the National
absolutely jam-packed with critiques and reports and lots
of ads featuring the dogs and people who did well. Most
of those previous issues were pretty good, with a decent
amount of specialty information, but somehow lacking the
over the top coverage I was hoping for. This issue, on the
other hand, has been morphing into my dream issue with
more and more input arriving every day. To begin with I was
somewhat alarmed by the number of pages and the lateness
of the submissions, but I’ve decided to sit back and bask in
the glory of it all!! Thank you everybody for your contributions
and I hope the readers enjoy it all as much as I do.
And thank you to everyone who helped to make the National,
once again, an absolutely terrific experience and a lovely
celebration of our wonderful breed.

On to business matters: this issue contains a statement
concerning the 2011 National, from National Show Chair
Cindy Scott that was read at the Annual Meeting. Next
month’s issue will include the Secretary’s minutes of
the Annual Meeting and the Board Meeting.
Christine
NEW SUBSCRIBERS
Arnaldo Cotugno & Annalisa Rovani, Napoli, Italy

WELCOME BACK
Glenda Durance, Hull, GA; Donna Evans, Torrington, CT; Priscilla
Gabosch, Collingswood, NJ; Susan Lambiris, Raleigh, NC; Julie
Negri, Palmyra, VA; Kathy Rither, Richland, WA; Beth Spina,
Chicago, IL; Shawn Westbrook, Cedar Rapids, IA

TIME TO RENEW
Carol Abbott, Lynne Armstrong, Diana Cognigni, Stephanie
Connerton, Michelle Evans, Mrs. Roger Fremo, Ulla Greenwood,
Melanie Merrion, Pirjo Muhonen, Debra Parravanni, Cheri Phillmore,
Melissa Schnyder
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APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP

WHIPPET SPECIALTIES

 Rosemarie Crandahl, 4703 E. Villa Maria Drive, Phoenix,
AZ 85032, 602-765-4774, RCrandahl@aol.com.
Endorsers: Lori Nelson and Diane Bowen

The following records of Whippet specialty shows which
have not already been recorded in WN were listed on AKC’s
website on May 11, 2012. Entry figures denote number of
dogs present and competing. Sweepstakes results are not
published by AKC.

 Nancy Jorczak, 1077 Taylorsville Road, POB 745,
Washington Crossing, PA 18977, 215-493-5820,
njorczak@verizon.net. Endorsers: Caroline E. Kirchner
and Susan Bolduc
Comments regarding applicants may be mailed to AWC Membership Chair
Jackie Hubble, 5472 Spoked Wheel Dr., Colorado Springs, CO, 80923, or
emailed to sagehound@comcast.net and should be sent no later than 30
days after the applicant has been published in The Whippet News.

AWC SHOW CALENDAR
AWC South Central Specialty – Thurs. June 28: Breed
Judge Mrs. Edna (Katie) Gammill; Fri. June 29 Supported
Entry: Sweeps Donna Bennett (Liberty), Breed Judge Elliott
Weiss; Sat. June 30 South Central Specialty: Sweeps
Jennifer Beach-Buda (Rusalka), Breed Judge Michelle
Billings; Sun. July 1: Breed Judge Catherine Bell
AWC Supported Entry, West Springfield, MA – All Breed
Shows: Thursday, 7/5/12: Breed Judge TBA; Friday, 7/6/12,
Breed Judge Gloria Geringer; Saturday, 7/7/12 Supported
Entry: Sweeps Judge Stephanie Mason, Breed Judge
Kerrie Kuper; Sunday, 7/8/12: Breed Judge Steven L. Klein.
AWC Western Regional Specialty – July 27th, 2012 in
Lompoc, California. Breed Judge Mrs. Patricia Trotter,
Sweeps Judge Jeanne Lambertsen.
AWC Midwest Regional Specialty – Thursday, 8/2/12:
Sweeps Judge Mary Alderman, Breed Judge James Sillers;
Friday 8/3/12: Breed Judge Lawrence (Skip) Stanbridge;
Saturday, 8/4/12 Midwest Regional Specialty: Sweeps
Judge Patience Renzulli, Breed Judge Iva Kimmelman;
Sunday 8/5/12: Breed Judge Bonnie P. Threlfall.
AWC North Central Specialty – Friday, 8/24/12 (Specialty):
Sweeps Judge Dee Halley (Halstan), Breed Judge Karen
Dumke (Nonsuch); Saturday, 8/25/12: Breed Judge Cindy
Scott (Brookwood); Sunday, 8/26/12 (Supported entry):
Sweeps Judge Steve Hockstein (Bayleaf), Breed Judge
Connie Alexander (Kachina)
AWC Southern Specialty – Thurs 10/18/12 (MAWA
Specialty): Breed Judge Ann Meyer (Simbali Ridgebacks
and Whippets), Sweeps Judge Margaret Norkett (Kenmar
Whippets); Fri 10/19/12 Douglasville KC: Breed Judge Luc
Boileau; Sat 10/20/12 (Southern Specialty) Atlanta KC:
Breed Judge Judy Lowther (Pfyre Whippets), Sweeps
Judge Stephanie Mason (Mason Hill Whippets); Sun
10/21/12 Newnan KC: Breed Judge Stephan LeVan (Irish
Wolfhounds his initial breed)
4
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Arizona Whippet Association, Scottsdale, AZ on March 1,
2012. Judge Charles R. Roberts, 66 exhibits (24 dogs, 42
bitches). BOB GCh. Starline’s Chanel. BOS Ch. Wildfire’s
Sudden Impulse. Select Dog Ch. Summit Above The Rim.
Select Bitch Ch. Starline’s Fendissime at Oxford. WD
Adagio Jilzan Fire On Ice. RWD Summit Ironwood Everett.
WB & BOW Oxfords Princetons Center of the Universe.
RWB Summit Hoop Dreams.
American Whippet Club, held with Delaware County KC,
York, PA on March 17, 2012. Judge Mrs. Denise Tatro, 83
exhibits (33 dogs, 50 bitches). BOB & Group 1st GCh.
Sporting Fields Bahama Sands. BOS GCh. Counterpoint
Painted by Bohem SC. Select Dog Ch. Snow Hill Hanky
Panky SC. Select Bitch Ch. Whippoorwill Isle of Skye. WD
& BOW Merci Isle Tasmanica. RWD Hamrya’s Buckaroo
Bonzai. WB Surrey Hill Silkrock Teenage Crimespree at
Mariner. RWB Terrena’s Tangerine Dream SC.
Lone Star Whippet Club, Fort Worth, TX on March 23,
2012. Judge David Samuelson, 33 exhibits (17 dogs,
16 bitches). BOB Ch. Willabe Cowpoke Caleb. BOS Ch.
Redglen Rock A Baby Bye. Select Dog GCh. Redglen Rock
The Casbah. Select Bitch Ch. Redglen Naughty Nightie.
WD & BOW Redglen I Love Rock N Roll RA TD. RWD
Redglen Rocknrolla. WB Tobrica’s Hollywood and Vine.
RWB Rusalka Good Karma.
Bo Bengtson

SHOW CHAIR REPORT
National 2012
I did a long winded report last month but this one will be
short and sweet.
I wanted to let everyone know that it was a very successful
National and we DID make money. I should have a better
handle on that next month after Judy Lowther gets the
bills settled.
I believe she still has some catalogs that she can sell. If
you are interested contact her at Pfyre@Pfyrewhpts.com.
And a HUGE faux pas on my part:
An enormous contribution to the National this year were
the fantastic goody bags donated by Karen Planchak and
assisted by Dianna Johnson.
I can’t believe I forgot to thank them last month.
BIG apologies.

Also, Susan Mallonee donated a good portion of the
goodies in the bag and a big thank you to her also.
-Head Hung Low Cindy
National 2013
Sue Carbajal is already hard at work on the Eugene National
for 2013. As info becomes available, it will appear on the
website. Go to www.AWC2013.com for updates.
April 21-27, 2013, Valley River Inn, Eugene, OR
http://www.valleyriverinn.com/
Elsewhere in this issue you will get to see the awesome
logo for 2013. It’s fantastic.
Cindy

SECRETARY’S REPORT
BY-LAW VOTE
535 ballots were mailed to the membership in good
standing as of April 1, 2012.
I received a total of 188 returned ballots of which 173 were
Yea and 18 were Nay. There were no abstentions. That
results in a 35% return from the membership. I emailed all
this info to AKC on May 13th. Now it must be reviewed by
the Board at AKC.
My guess is that we won’t hear anything back until mid- to
late summer. As soon as I know if they are approved, I will
let the membership know.
Meeting Minutes
The annual meeting and the board meeting minutes will be
included in next month’s WN.
ON A PERSONAL NOTE
Serving as the Secretary for the last several years has been
very enlightening. Some of this time spent was rewarding,
sometimes painful and always a lot of work.
I want to take the time in my last column to thank you
for the support you’ve given me over the years.
I could not have done this without the help of a terrific
Board and past president, Russell McFadden and the
membership.
Cindy

From the Annual Meeting
The following regarding the deficit of the 2011 National was read
to the membership and the board by Show Chair Cindy Scott,
April 19, 2012
In the March Newsletter, it was published that last year’s
National had a net loss of $17,493.06. Jan SwayzeCurry was the Show Chairman in Lexington. Jan was

a tremendous help at two prior Atlanta Nationals and I
naturally thought she deserved an opportunity to serve as
Show Chairman in Kentucky. If you attended the Lexington
National, it was apparent that the event was fun and
enjoyed by all. There were multiple telephone calls and
email exchanges with Jan highlighting the responsibilities
as Show Chairman which entailed raising money to cover
the National expenses. In addition, Red Tatro met with her
to explain spreadsheets created for itemizing expenses
over the many months prior to the National. Where the
responsibilities fell short has to do with Jan providing
necessary information, so we were able to reconcile our
records and bank statements.
On May 25, 2011, I received an email from Ruby Stalans
from the Griffin Gate Marriott indicating The American
Whippet Club had an outstanding balance of $13,248.25. I
was completely unaware that we owed the hotel anything.
When I contacted Jan via email regarding the outstanding
balance, she indicated it was taken care of and the hotel
made a mistake. We were told that everything was being
handled and to “stop worrying”. She promised to go and
meet with the accounting department and never did. AWC
wrote a check for the balance which included catering, food
and beverage for parties that were supposed to be covered
by outside donations, but were not. Also, rooms were given
away above and beyond the room night allocation, which
according to Jan was paid out of her own pocket, even
though she was unable to provide hotel receipts. On many
occasions, email went back and forth asking Jan to establish
a paper trail of where the money was coming from and what
expenses were going to be covered. Multiple spreadsheets
were created by Red Tatro and Lisa Costello based on the
bank statements and information provided by Jan. There are
charges from ATM, written checks and cash withdrawals
that have no itemized receipts totaling $7,079.40 of which
$2,585.87 was used for personal items purchased by Jan
from 2/4/11 – 9/29/11. The outstanding balance of $4,493.13
remains unaccounted for. On December 7, 2011 and again on
Jan 20, 2012, Russell contacted Jan via email regarding the
National reconciliation and trophies. The Board has requested
via certified mail, from Jan, a detailed itemized spreadsheet
of the remaining costs. To date, this has not been provided.
Unbeknownst to me, an additional checking account was
opened under Jan Swayze-Curry along with The American
Whippet Club/Jan Swayze-Curry account according to Janet
Harmon of Bank Columbia.
Another expense was for logo items. We paid $3,029.58 to
Whippet Crossing Creations in addition to $3,049.00 paid
by Jan. Most of the additional expense was due to multiple
continued on page 6
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continued from page 5

design changes, extra digitizing fees and $663.49 in freight
costs because of last minute shipping costs. We should
have made a profit of $755.00. There was a $300.00 refund
for booth space that Jan indicated she paid which was not,
so the AWC covered the expense.
Per Sean McMichael, ASFA Treasurer and AWC member
notified David Samuelson, Treasurer for AWC that the per
capita check Jan sent was returned from ASFA’s bank NSF.
Through a string of emails, she promised to send it out, but
never followed through. Sean requested a check from AWC
in the amount of $651.00 which included bank fees. If the
per capita fees were not paid, the trial results would have
been invalidated.
The Board over the last year has had many discussions
relating to the deficit that occurred at the Lexington
National. The Board feels that using a Chief Financial Officer
for future Nationals might make sense. The CFO, will
determine in conjunction with the National Show Chair the
budget and work closely with the local Show Chair on all
financial matters.
This is my 20th year as National Show Chairman and I have
never had any issues like this before. As an example, I have
included a sheet in the notebook to show the profit from
the last 8 Nationals so as you can imagine, this was a huge
disappointment for me as well as you the Membership.
A lot of time and energy has been spent by Red and
Lisa creating spreadsheets so you would have a better
understanding of the events that occurred prior, during
and after the Lexington National. The Board felt it was
imperative to share this information to the Membership.
You are all welcome to review any of the information we
discussed today.
At this time, I would like to open it up for questions you
may have. Thank you.

INCOMING SECRETARY’S greetings
Hello Whippet Folks!
I am writing to introduce myself as the new AWC Secretary.
As I begin my second year on the board, I look forward to
working with the membership to continue the excellence that
this club represents. To do that, I will take the lessons learned
from the previous secretaries, the best practices that have
been shared, and continue to improve upon them. Cindy Scott
leaves me some very large shoes to fill, and I am confident
that with her mentorship, the transition will be smooth and
effortless. I cannot thank her enough for the amazing job she
has done with this office. To me, the secretary’s role in a club
is a vital one. I plan to provide the membership transparent
reporting of all important communications that the club
receives, announcements which impact our amazing club, and
6
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correspondence of any other nature that comes across my
inbox. Having said that, I invite each of you to email/call/text/
FB Message/telegraph me whenever you have questions or
concerns, and I will be more than happy to answer them the
best I can. Looking forward to a great year, serving the best
breed club out there!
Hugs to your Hounds,
Scot Northern
AWC Secretary

FUTURITY REPORT
The 2012 Futurity was held on Tuesday, April 17, 2012 and
judged by Ms. Chris Durance-Watkins of Cherche’ Whippets.
Congratulations to the 2012 Best in Futurity winner from
the 12-14 month dog class:
Fanfare Forgetmenot Hillbilly Rock Star by Ch Plumcreek
Hollowell Go Forth out of GCH Forgetmenot Kimono.
Bred by Shelley Kruger and Joanne Boudreault. Owned by
Shelley Kruger.
The 29th Annual Futurity had 76 Futurity entries
representing 35 nominated litters. There were 43 ballots
mailed out with 28 final ballots returned. The firm of Joseph
E. Miller counted ballots for judge’s selection.
Prize money was awarded as follows: Best in Futurity $937.98. Class placements:
1st place – $69.68, 2nd place – $52.26, 3rd place – $34.84,
and 4th place – $17.42.
The 2013 Futurity will be held on April 23, 2013, in Eugene,
Oregon. Nominated litters born on or after October 18, 2011
to and including October 22, 2012 are eligible for the 2013
Futurity.
I would like to thank Mrs. Wendy Clark and Steve &
Christine Heath for expert stewarding of the Futurity Ring.
I would also like to thank Rhonda Gifford for formatting
the pedigrees for the catalog. I would also like to thank
my husband, Mike Slater, for all his work compiling the
pedigrees for the catalog.
Please include the registered name of the bitch on all
correspondence. As always, I will acknowledge receipt of
all nominations so, if you don’t get an acknowledgment,
drop me an email.
Kathy Slater, Futurity Chairman
AWCFuturity@aol.com
241 Prairietown Road, Dorsey, IL 62021
618-585-4677

Whippet News Annual – news

Recipes to Share

Barbara Parsons - Thanks and Fare Well - from the WNA!
After many (many!) years compiling and contributing the
Top Producers lists to the AWC Whippet News Annual,
Barbara Parsons has decided to retire from that post to do
other, non-doggy things with her life.

As promised!! Paula Knight came thru with a couple of her
amazing recipes that she served in the Hospitality Room at
the National.

I hope to speak for many when I thank Barbara profusely for
her years of dedication to this job. I doubt she received as
many thank you’s as complaints for her efforts, so now is
your chance to make up for lost time and thank a dedicated
volunteer for her contributions which helped make our
WNAnnual an outstanding, informative publication.
Thank you Barbara!!!
When this announcement was made at the General
Meeting during the National, I said we would be looking for
a volunteer to take up the post. I feared it might take some
time to find someone. No sooner was the meeting over
than Irene Mullauer arrived at my chair and offered her
services. With Barbara’s offer of help in transition, Irene will
dive into the deep end of the pool for next year’s Annual. I
look forward to working with her in the future.
I would like to add that at least half dozen others also came
and offered their time for this position. I was thrilled that so
many individuals were willing to become participants in the
process. Thank you, one and all (especially Irene!).
Wendy Clark
AWC Whippet News Annual

I know I’m going to try them.
Cindy
We’ll start with Broccoli Raisin Salad
(this is a normal amount...LOL)
4 c. broccoli florets
1 c. raisins
3 bacon strips, cooked and crumbled
1/2 c. chopped onion
1/2 jar Marzettis Original Slaw Dressing (can use low fat)
2 tsp. sugar
In a large bowl, combine broccoli, raisins and onion. In a
smaller bowl, combine Marzetti’s and sugar. Pour over
the broccoli mixture. Toss to coat. Gently stir in bacon
crumbles. Refrigerate at least 2 hrs before serving.
Next we will do the Cranberry Slaw:
(I 4x this recipe at the nats)
6 c. shredded slaw mix
1/2 c. celery, chopped
1 c. Craisins
1/2 jar Marzetti’s Original Slaw Dressing (can use low fat)
1/4 c. sugar
2 T. apple cider vinegar
In a large bowl, combine slaw, celery and Craisins. In a
smaller bowl, mix Marzetti’s, sugar and vinegar. Whisk
until smooth. Pour over slaw mixture. Toss gently until well
coated. Refrigerate at least 2 hrs before serving.
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The WRAP Report
A Busy Year For WRAP
2011 was a busy year for WRAP and 2012 is accelerating.
WRAP fostered 142 dogs in 2011 and already has taken
in 23 this year. In 2011, 126 dogs were adopted, 11 died,
4 were owner/breeder returned, 5 are in long term foster
homes. There were 55 females and 87 males fostered. The
Whippets under one year of age numbered 32. Whippets
over ten years numbered 23. Four dogs previously adopted
out were returned to WRAP in 2011 and they are not
included in the 142 count.

By Dr. Barbara Henderson
framed artwork. Several of the items were used in the silent
auction at the recent National.
WRAP once again enjoyed being part of the 2012 AWC
National. Libby Rice had a terrific idea for a fund raiser this
year. Adopt a “Stuffie”. Whippets walked around the ring
wearing the rescue jackets with small toy puppies known
as “Stuffies”. The donation for a pup was $5.00. All eleven
dozen of the Stuffies were adopted or placed. THANKS
LIBBY for the great idea!

Our major expense is veterinary fees which totaled
$19,682.44 in 2011. Twenty-one dogs cost WRAP over
$500.00 in care and twenty-four dogs cost WRAP $300 $500 in care.
Twenty-eight states had rescue dogs with 49 of the 108
rescuer volunteers involved. Of the 142 rescues, Louisiana
fostered 21 WRAP rescues; Oregon 16, New York 13 and
Pennsylvania 10.
WRAP took in 11 Whippets from Becky Moreland when
her home went into foreclosure. Sue Nichols contacted
WRAP to take four of her Whippets after her home was
condemned from flooding damage by Hurricane Irene. Sue
addressed the general meeting and thanked WRAP for
quickly responding. She especially thanked Brenda Malick
and Mimi Dygert , WRAP volunteers from New York State.
Donations in memory of Brigitte Greenberg totaled
$12,762.00 . The Board has established “The Brigitte
Greenberg Fund”. This fund will be used to assist older
dogs and assist older people that might otherwise have
to release their Whippet to rescue. It will also be used
to donate a trophy in Brigitte’s memory at future AWC
Nationals. This year a framed print by artist Yvonne
Sovereign was given to the winner of the altered class.
Katherine Shearer, of Fairwind Kennel, donated her Whippet
collection to WRAP. Katherine has been diagnosed with
brain cancer and wanted WRAP to have her collection. The
collection consists of books, magazines, collectibles and

The National Silent auction was a huge success thanks to
the addition of the Shearer collection. Judy Lowther gave
WRAP $1034 as our cut of the combined raffle with AWC
and The Health Foundation. Jean Schroeder reported the
WRAP table netted $4398.00. Ruth Beall, along with Judy
and David Losleben, manned the table all week. They did
a great job of keeping track of sales and selling the goods.
The Losleben Whippets, Brandi and Ali successfully worked
the show dressed in WRAP donation silks.
The Parade of Rescues was dedicated to Brigitte
Greenberg and her rescue Daisy Mae. We had five
participants this year. Each Whippet received a gift of a
fleece blanket, toy, a “Stuffie”, along with an envelope
with a message to pick out a decorative pin at the WRAP
table. The rescues participating in this years parade were:
Jackson - Owner Kathy Kreeger; Bracie - Owner Mary
Burton (Kobie was unable to attend); Joey and companion
Zipp - Owners Kate & Eric Churchill; and Hugo and Boo Owners Renee & Tom Kirchen

continued on page 10
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The WRAP Report
continued from page 8

The Eastern AWC Specialty was held March 17, 2012. The
Specialty was dedicated to Whippet volunteer Brigitte
Greenberg who passed away on June 15, 2011. There
was a lovely pictorial tribute to Brigitte on the trophy
table. Before judging began Melanie Merrion (co-owner
of Greenwood Whippets) spoke about the contribution
Brigitte had made to the Whippet community. Brigitte was
always there to help, mentor and support others in their
effort to protect and rescue our cherished breed. Brigitte
was respected and loved by many and is greatly missed. A
combined raffle with WRAP and the Eastern Trophy fund
was a great success. Taking over from Charlene Stone,
Susie Dodd organized and managed the raffle. Thanks to
those that donated a variety of nice items as the net was
$730.00 with $500.00 going to WRAP.
Thank you for the continued support of our breed.
Sincerely,
Barbara L. Henderson, VMD
President - WRAP
Adoptions
Joseph and Jennifer Teed of MI adopted Riley
Bobbi Hatler of MO adopted Isis

Donations
Gregory and Rory Maruschak in memory of “Frankie Whippet,”
the beloved Whippet of Deborah Rabock $25
Owen Peacock/Amy Richardson in loving memory of “Brownie” $20
Virginia Wahlstrom $100
Siobhan Aller $70
MaryFrances Velezi & “Monty and Hunt” $100
Anonymous donation $482
The Sheridan Group on behalf of S. Elemndorf’s beloved
“Cosmo” $50
2012 Eastern Specialty Raffle Donation $560
Maggie Gellers In Honor of “Cooper,” the beloved dog
of Sherri Shadle $20
M.C.S. Kennedy In Memory of “Bentley Nelson Goodhead” $40
ILWC and “Soloman the Windsprite” $50

Donations may be sent to:
Whippet Rescue and Placement, Inc.
c/o Jean Schroeder, Treasurer
17502 S. 750 W, Wanatah, IN 46390
www.Whippet-rescue.com

Criag and Teri Morley of CA adopted Jeremy

WRAP is a 501(c)3 registered non-profit.

Keith and Susannah Buell of VA adopted Oliver

Interested in volunteering for WRAP?
Please go to www.Whippet-rescue.com/roster.html
and click on the Regional Advvisor for your state to find
the contact information.

Yvonne and Steve Stoose of WA adopted Lilly
Don and Marilyn Wright of Oregon adopted Tweety
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Shojins How Hard Can This Be CGC RN BN
(CH. Meisterhaus Ableaim Kick It x CH. Sanctuary Spellbinder, JC)

Howard continues to amaze me with all of the events he competes in and brings me
such joy with each accomplishment. His UKC titles are: CT (coursing tested), UR01
(novice rally obedience) and USJ (united senior jumper). Howard also recently received
a title from United Air Dog events, Ultimate Jumper, with a personal best of 24 feet, 10
inches.

Howards first trip to an AWC National was last year in Kentucky. He earned his RN at
the age of 9 months. This year at the AWC National 2012, he was NBQ at the LC trial,
earned his Rally Advanced title, was 4th place in Open dogs, earned his first Novice OB
leg and placed 15th in the Triathlon. And all of this was at the tender age of 17 months!

Proudly owned by Charlotte Pond
Twin Lake, Michigan
Bred by Ron, Dee and Hunter Vayda
Shojin

Western Washington
Whippet Association
Invites you to 2 Whippet Specialties & 2 Hound
Specialties for 4 sets of points in 3 Days!
at beautiful Argus Ranch in Auburn, WA!

27nd & 28rd Annual Whippet Specialties
Friday, August 3, 2012

Judge: Jacqueline Quiros-Kubat
All Regular Classes

Judge: Scot Northern

Puppy Sweeps & Veteran Sweeps

Judge: Allan Immerman
Obedience Trial & Rally

Saturday, Aug. 4, 2012
Judge: Wendy Gay
All Regular Classes

Western Washington Hound Association

13th & 14th Annual All Hound Show & Obedience Trial
Saturday, Aug. 4, 2012
Whippet Regular Classes: Russell McFadden
Group: Anne Gallant

Sunday, Aug. 5, 2012
Whippet Regular Classes: Anne Gallant
Jan Leikam, Show Chair

Information/Premium Lists

360.668.0214
email: waynejan1@verizon.net

or

BaRay Event Services, Inc.
360.683.1828
Website: BaRayEvents.com

“Jethro”

Fanfare Forgetmenot Hillbilly

RockstaR
(Ch. Plumcreek Hollowell Go Forth x SBIS GCh. Forgetmenot Kimono)

Our Jethro cleaned himself up, donned his fanciest show lead
and turned into a Rockstar at the National in Huron!
Thank you to Chris Durance-Watkins and Dr. Connie Brunkow
for awarding our Hillbilly BOTH Best in Futurity and Winners Dog!
This is what every breeder dreams of and works for. What an honor!
Jethro is BAER Normal and Cardiac normal by echocardiogram at 12 months.

Breeders/Owners: Shelley Kruger ~ Fanfare ~ Wisconsin ~ kruger@wctc.net
Joanne Boudreault ~ Forgetmento ~Ontario Canada ~ forgetmenot@execulink.com
Handler:

Shelley Kruger

Doralee wins the National!

Doralee is pictured with Top 20 judges, Shelley Hennessey, Cindy Hatcher and Kim Pritchard

NSBIS GCh Winway Million Heiress
(BIS/SBIS GCh Kamada’s Instant Millionaire x Ch Winway Portofino of Sportingfield)

WÉÜtÄxx

Our sincere gratitude to breeder judge, Dr. Connie Brunkow (Fallowfield)
for awarding Doralee Best of Breed at the National Specialty!
Breeders: Dr. Suzi Fosnot & Valerie Nunes-Atkinson

Kamada Whippets | Kathy & Debbie Davenport | Kamada.homestead.com | kamadak92@aol.com

BIS/SBIS GCh Kamada’s Instant Millionaire
(Ch Ableaim Kodak Moments x BIS/SBIS Ch Kamada’s Million Dollar Baby, ROM)

Best Stud Dog
2012 American Whippet Club National Specialty
Thank you Katrina Hamilton (Khiva) for this win!
Ollie is pictured with his son, Mason Hill Bought and Paid For (Best Bred-By-Exhibitor Dog) and
his daughter, NSBIS GCh Winway Million Heiress (Best In Specialty).

Kamada | Kathy & Debbie Davenport | Kamada.homestead.com | kamadak92@aol.com

A Breeder’s Dream Come True……

Kamada’s New York Minute

(Select Ch Plumcreek I’m A New Yorker x Select Ch Kamada’s Dream Walkin’)

Winners Bitch
Best of Winners
Best Bred by Exhibitor
2012 American Whippet Club National Specialty
Thank you Dr. Connie Brunkow (Fallowfield) for these honors!
Kamada | Kathy & Debbie Davenport | Kamada.homestead.com | kamadak92@aol.com

2012 National Specialty – Breed Critique
It was beyond a pleasure to judge the 2012 AWC National
Specialty in Huron, OH. The thrill of the quality entry I had
the privilege to examine will remain in my mind as one of
the highlights of my career as a breeder judge.
I do want to thank the special people who made it possible
for me to judge such a large entry with a reasonable degree
of efficiency: show chair Judy Lowther, show secretary
Kaleena Lowther, my chief ring steward, Wendy Clark and
her able assistants Chris and Steve Heath. Of course, Cindy
Scott orchestrated everything overall, and it was so well run,
I had nothing to do but enjoy my assignment. Many other
people also contributed their time and efforts to putting on
a great National, and they are all to be thanked as well.
The venue was very nice – dog friendly and comfortable,
and the carpet in the ballroom wasn’t too bad! The quality
in almost all the classes was so deep I often found myself
wishing I could award eight placements instead of four!
The quality of the Whippets exhibited to me allowed for the
marvelous consistency I was hoping to find for my winners’
class line-ups. My specials class, too, was outstanding, and
indeed, even on my first cut I know I excused many Whippets
who could merit a high placement at a smaller show.
When looking for my ideal Whippet I start with the topline.
I believe that the whole dog is attached to the topline, so
to speak, and if it’s not right, the rest of the dog can’t be. I
prefer a longer topline with a moderate arch beginning over
the loin, rather than over the 10th or “anticlinal” vertebra. A
topline with a distinct dip behind the shoulders is incorrect. I
generally don’t reward a dog with a steep croup. Too short a
loin or too steep a croup seem to impair the Whippet’s ability
to stretch out while running. Additionally, a longer-cast dog
tends to have a longer stride, and can cover more distance
with fewer strides, thereby running more efficiently.
Next I evaluate the front assembly. I have become a pastern
“junkie”, looking for good angles in the entire front, but
especially in the pasterns. I have found through experience
with my own dogs that the incidence of chronic injury
definitely increases with a straight pastern, due to the loss
of the cushioning effect. If you examine the fronts of the
fastest race dogs, they may be straighter in the shoulder or
upper arm (humerus), but seldom in the pasterns. I suspect
that those who are upright in the pastern have shortened
running careers. In this entry of Whippets, I did find quite a
few short straight upper arms, a problem that continues to
plague the breed. You will consistently see a very bunchy
set of muscles over the upper arm when it is straight. This
fault produces a short “goose stepping” movement, similar
to what is seen in some terriers. Unlike a hackney gait, the
dog moves his whole front leg from the elbow in a low but
stiff, inflexible manner. It does seem to lead to restricted
extension at the run.
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By Dr. Connie Brunkow

The neck of the Whippet tells me something about his
shoulders. If the neck appears shorter, I look for straight
shoulders. I also look at the width between the shoulder
blades - for me, 3 or 4 of my fingers is correct. Too little
tells me that the shoulders may be set incorrectly on the
ribcage. When the tips of the blades are too close, the
dog loses agility as the blades may interfere with each
other when the dog is turning on the run. Too much width
suggests I need to check the upper arm as it may be
straight. I also like to see about one of my hand’s width
between the front legs, obviously varying somewhat with
the size and gender of the Whippet. Of course, I like to see
a lovely arched neck, blending beautifully into the shoulders.
Next I look at the ribs and underline. I prefer a longer flatter
ribcage, the ribs angling somewhat backwards, allowing for
lung room without adding width to the dog, which would
tend to slow him down. A nice tuck-up helps the Whippet
when in the contracting phase of his gallop, though a longer
dog won’t have as obvious a tuck-up as a shorter one.
The rear quarters should look powerful, though I have seen
a few Whippets with rears that were really too wide. I look
for moderate angulation ideally matching the angles of the
front assembly, with nice short hocks. When the rear is
incorrectly more angulated than the front, the dogs must
do one of two things when he moves - either he will “crab”
(or “sidewind”), moving with his front and rear in different
planes, or he will move in a “sickle hocked” fashion. Both
of these compensations will keep his back feet from
interfering with his front, at the trot. I’d rather have a dog
that’s a little straight on both ends, but balanced, than one
that’s angled at the rear end and not the front. In my own
dogs, I know that rear overangulation significantly reduces
agility in the field. I prefer longer flatter muscles rather
than more bunchy ones, though I don’t think either type
confers a special advantage for running. I just find the flatter
muscles somewhat more aesthetic. I don’t fault a dog
whose hips are at the same height as his shoulders, though
many show bred dogs don’t display this conformation. I also
don’t fault dogs who stand slightly toed-out in front as it
corrects itself at movement, or dogs who are slightly cowhocked as that doesn’t seem to affect performance either,
though I do fault a dog that toes in, either front or rear. I
prefer a little longer foot rather than a too-round foot, as I
have found that the cat foot seems more injury prone and
is possibly not as efficient in soft ground. I was surprised to
see a few exhibits with fairly flat feet, a very serious fault in
a running dog.
After looking at the structural essentials, I evaluate the
aesthetic parts of the Whippet. Heads are important for
breed type, though for me, beauty is as beauty does. I
did see many pretty heads in this entry, though we are

unfortunately losing the big eyes which give our breed so
much expression. At least we should try and breed the
correct round-appearing shape, as almond shaped eyes
will give the dog a very foreign look. A dark eye confers a
nicer expression than a light one, but as long as the eye is
at least as dark as the coat color, I won’t fault it severely. A
small ear set high on the head also confers nice breed type.
I like a muzzle about as long, or even slightly longer than the
backskull and ideally with good strong underjaw. Coat color
is immaterial to me. A short fine coat is surprisingly water
and dirt repellent. Also a lovely long tail, correctly carried,
is icing on the cake. In addition to the importance of the tail
as a rudder, it is used in signaling packmates of the dog’s
intentions while hunting.
When judging movement, I will forgive some minor
unsoundness on either end, but tend to fault very narrow or
overly wide fronts, hackney gaits (thankfully not seen often
anymore) and extreme sloppiness of front movement (i.e.
flipping pasterns, extreme toeing-in or out or loose elbows),
as well as sickle hocks or overangulated rear legs. When I
evaluate the dog from the side I’m especially thrilled by a very
light easy side gait, with nice reach and balanced drive, but
don’t look for German Shepherd dog flying trot, which is not
correct in a Whippet. I have been fascinated for many years by
the fact that some very good running dogs have been pretty
unsound, especially in the front and I have wondered whether
those animals might be more injury prone.
Following are comments on each of my class placements.
Please remember while reading these critiques that this
is my opinion of the dog on that day, and could vary on a
different day.
Puppy Dogs 6-9 months:
1st: Cali’s On Golden Blonde. Houndy dog, stands over ground, good
pasterns, beautiful head, good mover. This puppy was also under
consideration for RWD.
2nd: Plumcreek Outer Limits. Also long and houndy, not quite as good
in the pastern as first place.
3rd: Deep Woods Rising Fast. Good front, nice pasterns, a little
shorter coupled than the first two dogs
4th: Snow Hill Feathered Sun. Houndy, attractive head, would prefer a
little more front fill.

Puppy Dogs 9-12 months:
1st: Forgetmenot the Chancellor of Runners. Good daylight under
him, nice head, good mover.
2nd: Ableaim Smooth Operator. Houndy and handsome, would like
better pastern let down.
3rd: Merci Isle Pionciana. Nice head and dark eye, houndy, would like
better front movement.
4th: Willabe Who’s Broad Stripes. Nice long dog, good mover, needs
better pastern let down.

An outstanding animal who was my Winner’s Dog, in large part
because of his effortless movement – he looked like an oiled
machine going around the ring.
2nd: Sporting Fields Dark Eyes. Also a nice mover, houndy, not quite
as good pasterns as first place, slight dip in the topline.
3rd: Lakewood’s Troubadour of Karasar. Nice houndy dog, good mover
but acting silly on the day, may be a bit overangulated behind.
4th: Sporting Fields I’m A Gangster. Houndy, good front, more angled
in the croup than I prefer.

Novice Dogs:
Entry measured out.

Amateur-Owner-Handled Dogs:
1st: Hieland’s Do Not Pass Go. Stands over ground, a little straight in
the front.
2nd: Mystic Run Strawberry Fields Forever, CD, RE, RA, RN. Good
front fill, stands over ground, a bit light in bone.
3rd: Bonpai’s It’s All About The Benjamins. Moves well, attractive
head, also a little light in bone, needs to mature a bit.
4th: Kentruth Zigonov. Stands over ground, attractive head, more
croup angle than I prefer, toes in a bit.

Bred By Exhibitor Dogs:
1st: Mason Hill Bought And Paid For. Lovely fawn, very smooth
mover, nice neck and head, nice pasterns, perhaps a bit more fall
off in the croup than ideal.
2nd: Merci Isle Tasmanica. Houndy, stands over ground, not quite as
attractive in the head as first place dog, perhaps a bit longer in
the hock than I’d like.
3rd: Summit Jomyr Double Dribble. Handsome and masculine,
attractive head and neck, more croup angle and a little shorter
coupled than my ideal.
4th: Cariad’s The Ring Of Fire. Long houndy dog, very nice neck
and head, front also sound and well angled, may be a bit
overangulated behind.

American Bred Dogs:
1st: Lightfalls On He Who Would Be King. Another smooth mover,
houndy, long bodied, straighter in the pastern than ideal, needs a
darker eye.
2nd: Diablesse Dark Prince Of Essex At Surrey Hill. Nice long dog,
moves well but a bit more bone than I’d prefer.
3rd: Lanruvi Fly First Class At Shamasan. Houndy, moves well from
the side but not as sound in the front as I’d like.
4th: Comet’s Rocky Mountain News. Good mover, nice head and
neck, shorter coupled than I prefer, a little straight in the pastern.

Open Dogs:
1st: Aberdeen’s Bookmark. Handsome masculine dog, moves very
well, nice head and neck. Was my RWD because of his smooth
movement, I might want just a bit more bone for his size and just
a bit more daylight under him.
2nd: Petrezselyem-Projekt’s Inner City Life. Houndy, long dog, nice
neck, moves well, would like a bit smoother topline and a bit
more bone.
3rd:Wildwood’s All Four On The Floor. Another long houndy dog,
attractive head, needs more pastern letdown.

Dogs 12-18 Months:

continued on page 22

1st: Fanfare Forgetmenot Hillbilly Rock Star. Very handsome, houndy,
very balanced, smooth easy movement, beautiful head and neck.
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2012 Specialty – Breed Critique
continued from page 21
4th: Shojin’s How Hard Canthis Be, RN, BN. Long and masculine,
moves well, but is a bit overangulated in the rear.

Lure Coursing Dogs:
1st: GCH Mariner Diablesse I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butters. Handsome
masculine dog, moves well, shorter coupled than I prefer.
2nd: FC Wildwood’s It’s All About Heart, SC. Good mover, houndy,
not as attractive in the head as first place dog.
3rd: DC Hound Hill Tobias, SC. Masculine, handsome, a little shorter
coupled than I’d prefer, would like him sounder in the front.
4th: Wildhare Good Ride Cowboy. Good mover, stands over ground,
down in the feet a bit, not as attractive in the head as 3rd place.

Racing Class Dogs:
1st: Surry Hill’s U Sunk My Battleship! Very houndy, stands over
ground and has a good amount of daylight under him, moves
very well, nice neck and topline. Was my 5th Award of Merit for
his houndy body and good movement.
2nd: Vitesse Deep Powder. Stands over ground, moves fairly well,
needs a bit more bone for his size.
3rd: FC Mariner’s Chubby Hubby, SC. Handsome, long dog, not as
sound in front as he could be.
4th: Wildabout Windwalker. Houndy, good length of body, but could
be better in front.

Veteran Dogs 7-10 years:
1st: Ch. Affinity Round Bout Midnight. Long, stands over ground,
moves well, nice big eye, could use a little more length of leg
under him.
2nd: Plumcreek New York New York. Nice mover, long dog,
masculine, needs a bit more pastern letdown.
3rd: Ch. Raybar’s Red October. Houndy, moves well, though he is
a little straighter in the front than I’d prefer, a little more croup
angle than ideal.
4th: Ch. Classic Streets of Pure Gold. Houndy, beautiful front, nice
head and neck, could have a little more daylight under him, a bit
more bone.

Veteran Dogs 10 years and Under 12 years:
1st: Ch. Plumcreek Going Big Time, JC. Houndy handsome dog, good
leg under him, moves like a much younger dog, nice head and
neck, good balance. Was my 2nd Award of Merit because of his
good movement.
2nd:Ch. Albelarm Debonair. Long body, though he’s a bit thick from
age, nice head, moves well, good pasterns.
3rd: Ch. Karasar’s Captivator. Stands over ground, nice head, not as
sound in the front, but has good pasterns.
4th: Ch. Karasar’s Infinity At Jaama, SC. Long body, but also a bit
thick from age, his front is showing his age, but still moves OK.

Veteran Dogs 12 years and Older:
1st: Ch. Seaspell’s Son Of A Beach. Stands over ground, still moves
very well, nice neck, needs more pastern letdown.
2nd: DC Elysian Pompeii Pastorale, CD, RE, MC. Long and houndy,
nice head, not strong in the rear.
3rd: Ch. Imperial Winds De Sud, JC. Attractive head, sweet old dog,
appears fairly arthritic in the back, not strong in the rear.
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Puppy Bitches 6-9 months:
1st: Plumcreek Moonswept. Very pretty, long bodied, easy mover,
nice bone, pretty head, good pasterns. A happy puppy, wagging
her tail all the time. Was also under consideration for RWB.
2nd: Snow Hill Fine Feathers. Also a very pretty puppy, moved as well
as 1st place, but a little straighter in the pastern.
3rd: Lightfalls On Willowisp’s Flight Of Fancy. Another beautiful
puppy, long bodied, gorgeous neck, good mover, but less pastern
letdown than ideal.
4th: Cali’s Blonde On Blonde. Long bodied, pretty head, good mover,
loses bone a bit down the legs, a little straighter in the pastern
than ideal.
This class was so strong, the differences between the placements
was down to some very small details indeed.

Puppy Bitches 9-12 Months:
1st: Merci Isle Jacaranda. Stands over ground, moderate rear, good
mover, not as pretty in the head as I’d like.
2nd: Willabe Inventing Shadows. Stands over ground, nice head,
would like a sounder front, does have nice rear angulation.
3rd: Ableaim Something To Write About. Pretty head, long body, also
needs more soundness in front.
4th: Diablesse Surry Hill Tuileries Of Mariner. Nice mover, pretty
head, a little more topline than I prefer.

Bitches 12-18 Months:
1st: Plumcreek One Parting Kiss. Long bodied, good bone and
pasterns, smooth mover, perhaps just a bit more croup angle
than ideal.
2nd: Cu Liath Canasta. Nice mover, stands over ground, good daylight
under her, perhaps a bit light in bone, a little straighter in pastern
than 1st place.
3rd: Festiva N Sportingfield Red Stilettos. Beautiful typey bitch, nice
head, didn’t move as well as first two placements.
4th: Surry Hill Silkrock Teenage Crime Spree At Mariner. Long bodied,
good pasterns, attractive head, nice mover, a bit more croup
angle than I prefer.

Novice Bitches:
1st:Plumcreek Fortune Black Willow. Stands over ground, good side
gait, but could be sounder in the front.
2nd: Devereux Adventures In Paradise, SC. Pretty head and neck,
nice type, would prefer more soundness.
3rd: Moonbeams All The Essence Chills. Pretty color, stands over
ground, would prefer better movement, needs a bit more bone.

Amateur-Owner-Handler Bitches:
1st: Plumcreek Heartlight. Stands over ground, pretty head, very
nice pasterns, moderate rear, very nice smooth mover. Was
my RWB based on her excellent movement. Was a very close
contender for WB, but her handler was not able to present her
to her full advantage.
2nd: Hieland’s Luxury Tax. Long bodied, good mover, a little straighter
in the front than I prefer.
3rd: Chapelton’s Foxy Lady. Pretty head, long bodied, moves well but
a little low on the leg for my preference.
4th: FC Tadita Born To Run, SC. Good condition, long bodied, moves
pretty well, not as pretty in the head, a bit light in bone.

Bred By Exhibitor Bitches:
1st: Kamada’s New York Minute. Very pretty, outstanding mover, very
smooth and effortless, nice neck, perhaps not quite as smooth
in the topline as I usually prefer. Was WB based on her effortless
smooth movement, much like the WD.
2nd: Hi Tor Rippleton Juliet At Kindred. Also a very nice mover, pretty
head, stands over ground, just a little more topline than I prefer,
but very close to the 1st place.
3rd: Cariad’s Full To The Rim. Also a good mover, stands over ground,
good pasterns, perhaps a bit more bone than I’d like to see on a bitch.
4th: Fanfare Forgetmenot My Kinda Pretty. Another very nice mover,
stands over ground, good pasterns, perhaps a little more topline
than I’d prefer.
All four of these bitches were very nice, with just minor details
separating the placements.
I did measure out one exhibit as very undersized, a black bitch with white
trim, who looked as if she had recently run into a wall while coursing. (Of
course, I’m referring to the Boston terrier in the pink dress!)

American Bred Bitches:
1st :Hi Tor’s Body And Soul Of Snow Hill. Pretty head, long bodied,
moves well, more croup angle than I prefer.
2nd: Castlecrest’s Starfire. Pretty head, nice pasterns, moves fairly
well, but shorter bodied than ideal.
3rd: Hieland’s Get Out Of Jail Free. Pretty head and neck, stands over
ground, moves fairly well from the side, could be sounder in front.
4th: Plumcreek A Fine Romance. Good mover, nice neck, good
pasterns, shorter through the body than I prefer.

Open Bitches:
1st: Sporting Fields Beach Baby. Beautiful type, fantastic big black
eyes, nice neck, stands over ground, good side gait but could be
sounder in the front with better pasterns. Was close contender
for WB and RWB, but wasn’t quite as sound as those bitches I
eventually placed.
2nd: Plumcreek Romance In New York. Stands over ground, nice
head and neck, good mover, very close in quality to 1st place,
just a bit light in bone.
3rd: Petrezselyem-Projekt Scarborough Fair. Long bodied, very good
mover, needs a more feminine head.
4th: Devereux Mama Mia At Warburton. Pretty, stands over ground,
good mover, a bit more croup angle than I prefer.

Lure Coursing Bitches:
1st: Tru-Luv’s Beyonce Heat. Nice type, very smooth bodied, good
mover, nice topline, would like her to be sounder in front.
2nd: Whisper’s Pippa, SC. Long bodied, nice topline, nice neck,
interesting color, doesn’t move quite as well as 1st place.
3rd: Terrena’s Tangerine Dream. Nice neck, stands over ground,
moves well, a bit more topline than I prefer.
4th: Rusalka Word Of Honor, SC. Pretty head and neck, long bodied,
moderate rear, a bit more topline than ideal, a bit straight in pastern.

Racing Class Bitches:
1st: Hiawatha’s Ruba Ragosa@Oceana. Long bodied, moderate angles,
good pasterns, very fit, would like more soundness in movement.
2nd: Pinerun First Paige Of Wind. Long bodied, moves fairly well from
the side, falls away too fast in the croup for my preference.

Veteran Bitches 7-10 Years:
1st: Ch. Crisfield Affinity Dream On. Beautiful type, stands over
ground, beautiful head and large eyes, nice side mover, not as
sound in the rear as I’d prefer.
2nd: Ch. Willowisp Whiter Shade Of Pale. Long bodied, nice neck,
moves well, a little straight in the pastern, a bit more croup angle
than ideal.
3rd: Ch. Tattershall Ticket To Fly. Pretty head and neck, good mover,
just a little shorter in the body than 2nd place.
4th: Ch. Lightfalls Willowisp. Stands over ground, very smooth
bodied, good mover, could be sounder in the front, a bit doggy in
the head.

Veteran Bitches 10-12 Years:
1st: Ch. Seaspell’s Point Cabria. Very pretty, stands over ground,
pretty head and neck, good mover, good feet and pasterns,
perhaps a bit more croup angle than I prefer. Looking younger
than her age. Was my 10th AOM because of her beautiful type
and movement.
2nd: Hand’s Honey Maple. Long bodied, nice head and good strong
underjaw, moves well, a little light in bone.
3rd: TNT’s La Femme Nikita, CD, MC, RE, AX, AXJ, NAP, NJP. Stands
over ground, nice neck, not quite as good a mover as 2nd place.
4th: Ch. Raybar Vic’s Because U Loved Me. Very pretty, long bodied,
good pasterns, a little weak in the rear.

Veteran Bitches 12 Years and Older:
1st: Ch. Shamasan Flame N Queen, RN, JC. Great topline, stands
over ground, good neck, good side gait, a little weak in the rear,
but uses herself extremely well for her age.
2nd: Champagne’s Signature Edition. Pretty head and neck, good
front and pasterns, a little shorter bodied than I prefer, also a little
weak in the rear.
This class was especially emotional for me to judge – I could hear the
tears in my voice when I listened to my recorded notes. Watching the
grand old girls go around was very special.

Best of Breed:
Judging this class was an incredible experience. I was absolutely
thrilled by the depth of quality, and even my first cut was amazing.
My final line-up was so outstanding that when picking my Selects and
Awards of Merit I found myself just letting my heart tell me the order,
rather than intellectualizing all the specific points of each exhibit. All
of my placements excelled in movement.
BOB: GCH Winway Million Heiress. Beautiful bitch, typey, smooth in
body. Stands over ground, moves like a dream. Pretty eye, good
underjaw, nice neck and arch of neck, moderate rear. Again, such
a smooth easy mover, this is the hallmark of what I’m looking for
in my ideal Whippet.
BOW: Kamada’s New York Minute. I loved both my Winners’ but the
bitch had just a bit better bone than the dog – it’s fantastic when
you can use such small details to decide a placement.
BOS: Ch. Talk Of The Nation De Sud. A masculine upstanding dog,
very like in type to BOB. Stands over ground, good head and
underjaw, good return of upper arm. Good neck and arch of neck.

continued on page 24
may 2012
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2012 Specialty – Breed Critique
continued from page 23
Select Dog: GCH Fanfare’s Cordova At Runners. Also masculine
and upstanding, good length of body. Nice head and eye, great
pasterns, good return of upper arm, good feet. Was under
serious consideration for BOS but has a bit of a dip in his topline.
Select Bitch: Ch. Fanfare’s Crazy Ex-Girlfriend. The dam of my Select
Dog. Feminine, curvy, pretty head and neck, great pasterns,
good feet, moderate rear.
1st AOM: Ch. Shamasan Don’t Worry, Be Happy. Long bodied dog,
great topline, great neck, good pasterns, great return of upper
arm, nice long tail. If I was to fault him, I’d find him almost too
long in the body.
2nd AOM: Ch. Plumcreek Going Big Time, JC. Winner of the 10-12
Years Veteran dog class.
3rd AOM: NCF DC Cali + TNT’S Spirit Of The Wild Of Nitro, MC.
Pretty, smooth bodied, curvy bitch. Good daylight under her, very
like in type to the BOB. Pretty head and neck, good pasterns,
moderate rear. Topline just a bit more arched than my ideal.
4th AOM: Ch. Plumcreek I’m A New Yorker. Stands over ground,
great mover, wonderful neck, head and underjaw. Excellent
return of upper arm, may be just little more angulated in the rear
than my ideal, but uses himself very well.
5th AOM: Surry Hill’s U Sunk My Battleship! Winner of the Racing
Dog class.
6th AOM: GCH Kamada’s Happy Hour. Curvy bitch, very like the
Select Bitch in type. Good neck, very good return of upper arm.
Great pasterns, stands over ground.
7th AOM: Ch. Snowcap’s Absolut Black Gold. Very smooth dog, long
bodied, good pasterns, moderate but powerful appearing rear.
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8th AOM: Merci Isle Magnolia. Curvy and pretty, nice head. Good
pasterns, excellent return of upper arm. Moderate rear. Just a
little shorter in body than my ideal.
9th AOM: DC Tangens The Maverick Cosmonaut. Stands over
ground, nice neck, good underjaw. Good pasterns and return
of upper arm. Very like 4th AOM in type and balance.
10th AOM: Ch. Seaspell’s Point Cabria. Winner of the 10-12 Years
Veteran Bitch class.
Best Puppy: Plumcreek Moonswept. Winner of the 6-9 Puppy
Bitch class.
Best Bred By Exhibitor: Kamada’s New York Minute , the BOW.
Best Veteran: Ch. Plumcreek Going Big Time, JC, 2nd AOM.
Best Performance Dog: Surry Hill’s U Sunk My Battleship!, winner
of the Race Dog class and 5th AOM.

I want to thank all the exhibitors who brought their beautiful
Whippets for me to evaluate. I try and give each dog equal
attention, even if I don’t think I will use the dog, as I feel
every exhibitor paid their entry fee and is entitled to that
courtesy. I also look at judging as a learning experience
since each dog has something to teach me about anatomy
and function. I take the responsibility of judging seriously
and recognize that my decisions in the ring may affect the
direction the breed takes in the future. And please remember
that even if your dog didn’t place at the show, all the dogs I
judged are perfect, just because they’re Whippets!

For family-oriented FUN, don’t miss these upcoming events!
May 5-6 • Alamo Area Whippet Club • McKinney, TX • race sec • danajensen@me.com
May 12-13 • Racing for Fun • Abbotsford, BC, Canada • race sec • RacingForFun@shaw.ca
May 12-13 • Lagniappe Racing Club • Bush, LA • race sec • catherineodom@me.com
May 26-27 • C-U Racing • Rochester, IL • race sec • curace@comcast.net
June 2-3 • Georgia Rag Racing • Hull, GA • race sec • cherche1@bellsouth.net
June 2-3 • Northern California Whippet Fanciers Association • Suisun, CA • race sec • jean_vince@att.net
June 9-10 • Rock and Roll Whippet Association • Oberlin, Ohio • race sec • cberanek@bright.net

DON’T FORGET OUR NATIONAL EVENTS
IN WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA!
October 5 • 20th Annual CWA Fun Match
October 6 • 10th Annual CWA National Race Meet
October 7 • Race Meet

Hosted by Mid-Atlantic Whippet Racing Association
July 7-8 • Gopher State Whippet Racing Group • Farmington, MN • race sec • highgrove@comcast.net
July 14-15 • Mid-Atlantic Whippet Racing Association • Fort Mott, NJ • race sec • cofeature@verizon.net
July 21-22 • Racing for Fun • Abbotsford, BC, Canada • race sec • RacingForFun@shaw.ca
Aug 11-12 • Badgerland Whippet Association • Milwaukee, WI • race sec • Noralor1@wi.rr.com
Aug 25-26 • Racing for Fun • Abbotsford, BC, Canada • race sec • RacingForFun@shaw.ca
Sept 1-2 • Dairyland Whippet Club • Milwaukee, WI • race sec • marial@wi.rr.com
Sept 22-23 • Georgia Rag Racing • Hull, GA • race sec • cherche1@bellsouth.net
Sept 22-23 • Northern California Whippet Fanciers Association • Suisun, CA • race sec • jean_vince@att.net
Sept 29-30 • Racing for Fun • Abbotsford, BC, Canada • race sec • RacingForFun@shaw.ca

Home of THe RunneRs

AWC NATIONAL 2012
SELECT DOG

sBIs GCh. fanfare’s Cordova
At Runners
(Ch. Albelarm Debonaire x Ch. Fanfare’s Crazy Ex-Girlfriend)

We are very proud of Dova’s latest big win. He continues to be the breeders choice.
Pictured above with National Judge Connie Brunkow.
We would like to congratulate:
Ì Dova’s mother, SBIS Ch. Fanfare’s Crazy Ex-Girlfriend
winning Select Bitch at the National

Ì Dova’s son Forgetmenot The Chancelor of Runners
winning 1st place in 9-12 puppy dog, at the National

Ì Dova sired a new litter bred to GCH. Runner’s She’s Capricious

OWN E R:

Isabell Stoffers |

OWN E R /HAN DLE R:

Christy Nelson  lasma@earthlink.net |

OWN E R /BR E E DE R :

Shelley Kruger

Home of THe RunneRs

AWC NATIONAL 2012
1ST PLACE – 9-12 PUPPY DOG CLASS

forgetmenot’s The Chancellor
of Runners
SBIS GCH. Fanfare’s Cordova at Runners x SBIS CH. Forgetmenot’s Gabrielles Beauty

Chance is following in his parents’ foot steps. He has already won:
Ì Best in Match (entry over 100) and Best Movement

Ì BOS Sweeps S. Calif. Whippet Specialty

Ì Numerous Match Group 1sts

Ì Best In Sweeps Western Hound Show

Ì BOS Sweeps San Diego Whippet Specialty

Ì Group 3rd Sighthound Sweeps

And Now: 1st Place 9- 12 Puppy Dog (class of 19) at the National 2012!
We would also like to congratulate Chance’s siblings, 3 of which are already pointed.

OWN E R:

Isabell Stoffers |

OWN E R /HAN DLE R:

Christy Nelson  lasma@earthlink.net |

CO - OWN E R:

Julie Prentic

Home of THe RunneRs

sBos GCh. Runner’s she’s Capricious
BECOmES A mOThEr—1 BOY AND 5 GIrLS,
rUNNErS fIrST LITTEr IN 5 YEArS
Ch. Albelarm Debonair

Watch Me O’Continental Light of Cottonwood

Ì Sire: SBIS GCh. Fanfare’s Cordova at Runners
SBIS Ch. Fanfare’s Crazy Ex-Girlfriend

Ì Dam: SBOS GCh. Runner’s She’s Capricious
SBIS Ch. Grand Prix’s Sagitta

A show girl is available to a serious show home—Futurity Nominated.

B R E E DE R /OWN E R:

Isabell Stoffers |

BR E E DE R /OWN E R /HAN DLE R:

Christy Nelson  lasma@earthlink.net

Home of THe RunneRs

INTrODUCING OUr
NEWEST ChAmPION

Ch. Runner’s Commander In Chief
Watch Me O’Continental Light of Cottonwood x SBIS Ch. Grand Prix’s Sagitta

We are very proud to present our newest champion. Chief, shown mostly
in the Bred By Exhibitor class, has also won BBE Group 1st and numerous placements.
That makes 3 from the litter all with BBE Group Firsts (Presa won BBE Best in Show)
Thank you to Co-Owner Candice for all the love, support, confidence and TLC.

B R E E DE R /OWN E R:

Isabell Stoffers |

BR E E DE R /OWN E R /HAN DLE R:

Christy Nelson  lasma@earthlink.net |

OWN E R:

Candice Gore

2012 National Specialty – Futurity Critique
Thank you to the breeders who nominated pups for this
year’s National and exhibited them to me. I very much
enjoyed judging the future of our breed! As a breeder, it
definitely puts a different perspective on the breed when
you judge such a large entry of beautiful puppies and
actually see the direction that our breed is heading. Some
improvements as well as areas that need further progress...
I judged some really nice moving dogs that were sound
as well as balanced front and rear and had beautiful breed
type (so glad to see we are getting our beautiful “S” curves
back). I would like breeders to continually work towards
reducing toeing-in, preserving flexibility in the pasterns
and eliminating abrupt neck sets. All three of these issues
relate mostly to a front assembly that is placed too far
forward. These issues are also very detrimental to us as a
performance breed.
Now on to my comments....

6-8 Month Dogs
1st: Chapleton’s Man O’War - balanced pup with curves in
the correct places. Beautiful neck into shoulders, nice
and smooth over the top and sound coming and going.
Has a lot of promise for a pup just over 6 mos.
2nd: Snow Hill Feathered Sun - nice moving and sound dog
with a beautiful front assembly!
3rd: Chapleton’s Primetime Secretariat - Nice dog but not
as put together on the day as his brother who placed
1st. Nice upper arm and pretty eye.
4th: Cali’s on Golden Blonde - handsome face with a long
smooth body. Can’t wait to see him as he matures. He
was at a gangly stage and was not cooperating with
his handler.

8-10 Month Dogs
1st: Windsheen Done Deal - stunning shape and breed
type with all the right curves in all the correct places.
A beautiful mover as well, I will definitely be keeping
my eye on him. Not much I didn’t like about this young
man. Had he been behaving more for his handler he
(like his sister, who I also gave her 8-10 month class)
would have been considered more for BIF.

By Chris Durance-Watkins

10-12 Month Dogs
1st: Merci Isle Poinciana -extremely balanced pup, sound
on the move. He was really enjoying himself but settled
somewhat as the class went on. Loved his balanced
shape with beautiful outline. Great shoulders and a
beautiful head and eye.
2nd: Merci Isle Tasmanica - very balanced like his brother
who placed 1st in the class, but didn’t move out like his
brother. I could go either way on these handsome boys
on another day.
3rd: Forgetmenot The Chancellor of Runners - beautiful
moving and sound. Loved his length of body. Very
balanced front and rear.
4th: Vintage N Fanfare Designated Driver - beautiful shape
and nice well let down pasterns.

12-14 Month Dogs (only 3 in class)
1st: Fanfare Forgetmenot Hillbilly Rock Star – ultimately
BEST IN FUTURITY. This dog exhibited “effortless
movement” without a hint of exaggeration! Sound,
sound, sound! Smooth over the top with beautiful type,
all the “S” curves over the top, as well as underneath.
If I would change anything on this dog it would be to
have a larger darker eye.
2nd: Lakewood’s Troubadour of Karasar - sound pup with
nice shoulders, very smooth over the top with nice
short hocks.
3rd: Diablesse Dark Prince of Essex at Surrey Hill - well
conditioned dog with a beautiful return of upper arm.

14-18 Month Dogs
1st: Oxford Princeton’s Desperado - beautiful shape, nice,
long smooth, pretty head and shoulders. Lovely sidegait.
2nd: Mason Hill Bought and Paid for - very attractive fawn
dog, beautiful face and smooth side gait.
3rd: Mohr’s Telling No Lies -as the class went on this dog
could not be denied a placement. Loved his length
of body very pretty underline with a nice deep chest.
Lovely mover.
4th: Ch Wildwood’s Light up the Night Sky - beautiful head
and neck with lots of shape. Balanced front and rear.

2nd: Artistry Nysa Hill Clean Cut Kid - beautiful shape,
pretty return of upper arm and was really enjoying
himself in the ring.

6-8 Month Bitches

3rd: Ableaim Smooth Operator - pretty head and lovely
arched neck. Extremely sound coming and going and
on the go round!

1st: Snow Hill Fine Feathers - no denying this pup on the move,
WOW! Love her shoulders and length of body, wish she
had more shape on the day. Balanced front and rear.

4th: Finghin Arborlea on the Run - beautiful head and eye,
floated on the move. Needs maturity.

2nd: Grand Prix’s Diamond in the Ruff - beautiful curves in
all the right places, Stunning side gait. She gave the first
place pup a run for it.
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3rd: Priory’s Tombee DeSud–beautiful, smooth neck into
shoulders, very smooth over the top, balanced front
and rear. Unfortunately she was not wanting to move
out for her handler.
4th: Echo Creek Rimshot of Warburton - this pup was having
a blast, but started behaving better toward the end of the
class and redeemed herself. Beautiful on the move and
sound. Nice deep chest and beautiful underline. Look
forward to seeing her as a mature adult.

8-10 Month Bitches
1st: Windsheen All Done Up - loved this bitch! Beautiful front,
smooth neck into shoulders, lovely mover, sound and
oozing breed type. Another one of my final favorites.
2nd: Diablesse Surry Hill Tuileries of Mariner - sound,
beautiful front and nice curves.

14-18 Month Bitches
1st: Oxfords Princetons Center of the Universe - in
contention for BIF. Loved her smoothness over the top
as well as her neck into shoulders. Used herself very
well on the move, WOW! Loved her length of body and
flat smooth muscles (the reason I gave her the class
over the 2nd place pup who turned out to be her sister).
2nd: Ch Starline’s Oxford Victim of Love - beautiful
head and eye. Balanced front and rear and beautiful
underline.
3rd: Warburton Goodnight Swedeheart -curves and
beautiful underline and depth of chest! Balanced and
sound. Nice smooth mover.
4th: Ch Fantasia’s Magic Dream - stunning head and eye,
lots of curves. She got better and better as the class
went on.

3rd: Sowagla Fascinator of Simbali- beautiful head and eye.
Tons of lovely curves.
4th: Ableaim Something to Write About - pretty fawn girl
who was very sound, with a beautiful head and eye.

10-12 Month Bitches - STUNNING CLASS
1st: Merci Isle Jacaranda - beautiful head and eye, long and
curvy, very balanced and an awesome mover. I liked this
pup’s length over her littermate (who received 2nd place).
2nd: Merci Isle Magnolia - ditto to the 1st place pup (her
sister). Wish she had a tad more length of body. Can’t
wait to see this litter as mature adults.
3rd: Artemis Hypnotic Opium - sound and smooth moving,
beautiful pasterns and shoulders.
4th: Fanfare Vintage Tardy for the Party - outstanding
mover, lots of beautiful curves, balanced and sound.

12-14 Month Bitches
1st: Festiva N Sporting Field Red Stilettos - stunning red
bitch, beautiful neck into shoulders, loved her length of
body, lots of curves and sound! Missed BIF by a hair,
she was giving her handler fits on the move.
2nd: Surrey Hill Silkrock Teenage Crime Spree at Mariner beautiful moving, sound, and curvy.
3rd: Festiva N Sporting Field Bobby Socks - beautiful mover
like her sister who I gave 1st. Not as sound, everything
else about her is stunning.
4th: Fanfare Forgetmenot My Kinda Pretty - incredibly
balanced and sound, stunning on the move, much like
her brother (who I gave BIF too). I will be following
her career closely as she matures.
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Ray Parsons Tribute
The last time I saw Ray Parsons was at Ray and Barbara’s
50th Wedding Anniversary celebration in 2010. We had
a great time visiting and reminiscing about Whippets and
another of my favorite topics when it comes to Ray – his
breed standard reference guide for Whippet breeders,
exhibitors and judges.
The reference guide includes a simple listing of those traits
specifically mentioned in the standard that are “desirable,”
“undesirable,” and those that are to be “penalized,”
“strictly penalized” and “severely penalized.” It contains a
hierarchy of faults, if you will, that appear throughout the
standard, but organized by category in a straightforward and
easy to understand way. (Quite frankly, I’m not sure how
anyone can keep all of this straight in their head without
combing through the standard and making such a list or
“cheat sheet” as I like to call it). “Disqualifications” are

WHIPPET STANDARD –
PRIORITY OF FAULTS: REFERENCE GUIDE
FOR BREEDERS, EXHIBITORS AND JUDGES
By Ray Parsons
SEVERELY PENALIZED
1.	Erect ears
STRICTLY PENALIZED
1.	Yellow eyes.
2.	Lack of underjaw.
3.	A steep shoulder, short upper arm, a heavily muscled or
loaded shoulder, or a very narrow shoulder - all of which
restrict low, free movement.
4.	Bowed legs, tied-in elbows, legs lacking substance, legs
set far under the body so as to create an exaggerated
forechest, weak or upright pasterns.
5.	Flat, splayed or soft feet without thick hard pads.
6.	Sickle or cow hocks.
7.	Lack of front reach or rear drive, or a short, hackney
gait with high wrist action.
8.	Crossing in front or moving too close.
PENALIZED
1.	A short thick neck or a ewe neck.
2.	A dip behind shoulder blades, wheelback, flat back,
or a steep or flat croup.
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By Doug Broadfoot
also included as is: “Color - Immaterial.” In addition, Ray
took the liberty of quoting those portions of the sections
on “General Appearance” and “Gait” that he believed to
be the most important to keep in mind when evaluating a
Whippet. He came up with this invaluable tool years ago
(without the benefit of word processing, I should add) as a
means for breeders, exhibitors and judges to keep in proper
perspective what our well written standard already says. It
is nothing more and nothing less; it is certainly not intended
as a recipe for so called “fault judging.”
I have passed out copies of Ray’s reference guide at breed
and judging seminars as a learning tool. I have also shared
it with friends in the breed. It is always well received with
interest and approval. I would like to share it here with
Whippet News readers as a tribute to Ray Parsons upon
his recent passing.

UNDESIRABLE
1.	Light eyes
2.	Small and/or almond shaped eyes are undesirable
and are to be faulted.
GENERAL APPEARANCE
Covers a maximum of distance with a minimum of lost
motion. Symmetry of outline, muscular development and
powerful gait are the main considerations.
GAIT
Low, free moving and smooth, with reach in the forequarters and strong drive in the hind quarters. The dog
has great freedom of action when viewed from the side;
the forelegs move close to the ground to give a long, low
reach; the hind legs have strong propelling power.
DESIRABLE
1.	Fully pigmented eye rims.
DISQUALIFICATIONS
1.	More than one-half inch above or below stated height
limits. (Stated height limits are 18-22 inches for dogs
and 17-21 inches for bitches).
2.	Blue eye(s), any portion of blue in the eye(s),
eyes not of the same color.
3.	Undershot.
4.	Overshot one-quarter inch or more.
5.	Any coat other than short, close, smooth
and firm in texture.
COLOR - IMMATERIAL

The Top Twenty Event –AWC
thanks and congrats

Top
Twenty Event

26th American Whippet Club’s National Speciality
April 19th, 2012

The Top Twenty Committee would like to thank the
Top Twenty Contenders, attendees and helpers who
made the Event a success.
Thank you to Group Judge Shelley Hennessy, Breeder
Judge Cindy Hatcher and Handler Judge Kim Pritchard
for a job well done. The Committee would also like to
thank Doug Broadfoot, Jeff Kimmelman and Harold
“Red” Tatro for acting as stewards for the Event.
A special thank you goes to Scot Northern for his
excellent job as MC, and to Ron Waggoner and Joe Fazio as ushers. Special thanks
to Harriet Vincent for organizing the music. This year, we had 18 of the Top Twenty
contenders in attendance. Several donations came in after the catalog came out
and we wish to thank Karen Gibson, Donna Lynch and Susan Mallonee for their
generous donations to the Event. A special thank you goes to Sue Carbajal, Anne
Fazio and Yvonne McKim for their help. We couldn’t put this Event on without the
excellent service of others.

And the winner for People’s Choice is:
SBIS, BIF, GCH. Cherche` Bearfoot Hooker

2012 AWC Top Twenty Winner is:
SBIS, BIF, GCH. Cherche` Bearfoot Hooker

Congratulations to: Chris Durance-Watkins, Crystal McNulty and Dr. Ken Latimer
A limited number of 2012 Top Twenty Catalogs are available on the website.
Go to awctop20.com for more information or contact Linda Waggoner at
castlecrestwhippets2@gmail.com.

Merci Isle Jacaranda
(DC Surrey Hill’s Golden Boy x Dual Ch. Merci Isle Dove Feather)

p h oto s by J e f f r e y Ki m m e lm a n

“Jax” went to the AWC National and won
both the 9-12 bitch classes in the Futurity
and the Regular classes.
She has 5pts toward her Championship
at just 13 months of age.

Bred and owned By

Co - owned By

Jeffrey and Iva Kimmelman

Magnus Hagstedt
www.merciisle.com

nbos Dual Ch. Tangens
The Maverick Cosmonaut
(Ch. Winsmoor Maverick Cowboy Up x Plumcreek HW Across The Moon)

p h oto by J e f f r e y Ki m m e lm a n

“Brand” went to the AWC National and again received recognition
and top honors with an Award Of Merit.
We are looking forward to his puppies out of Eng Ch. Barnesmore
Red Rose At Palmik and Ch. Hi Tor Perfection At Merci Isle.

owned By

Bred By

Iva and Jeffrey Kimmelman

Eva Engvall and Rachel Amado
www.merciisle.com

Merci Isle Tasmanica
(DC Surrey Hill’s Golden Boy x Dual Ch. Merci Isle Dove Feather)

p h oto s by J e f f r e y Ki m m e lm a n

“Dash” went 2nd in the 9-12 Futurity class, beaten by his brother,
Poinciana, and then went 2nd in Bred By at the National.
He was also WD/BOW at the AWC Eastern
Regional Specialty under Denise Tatro
REDGLEN Whippets.

owned By

Bred and Co - owned By

John & Susan Andres

Jeffrey and Iva Kimmelman
www.merciisle.com

Merci Isle Poinciana
(DC Surrey Hill’s Golden Boy x Dual Ch. Merci Isle Dove Feather)

p h oto by J e f f r e y Ki m m e lm a n

“Davis” went to the National and won his 9-12 Futurity
class and placed 3rd in the Regular classes, shown by
his novice owner, Daire Fontaine.
And talk about beginners luck, this puppy already
has a BOB from the classes under his
belt, as well as a BOS.

owned By

Bred and Co - owned By

Daire Fontaine

Jeffrey and Iva Kimmelman
www.merciisle.com

Nine Hound Group 1sts and Hound Show Best In Show Winner
Ten-Time Specialty Best In Show or Specialty Best Opposite Winner at 3 years of age
National Specialty Best Opposite Winner—AWC 2011 and NWC of Canada 2010

GCh. Counterpoint Painted by Bohem, SC

Viggo

(Ch. Bohem Bon Vivant x Can. Ch. Counterpoint Winning Colors)

Scott Mazer | C O - Ow n e r : Bo Bengtson
John Ross & Trudy Taphorn
H a n d l e r : Paul Lepiane
Ow n e r :

Br eederS:

Viggo is pictured winning another Group 1st under
Ralph Ambrosio one week before returning to
California. Thank you to Phoebe Booth for taking
such good care of him during his East Coast visit.
Viggo will only be shown on special occasions now
that he’s back in California.
Cardio, BAER and CERF Normal.

Introducing Viggo’s son…

Tempo

Can. Ch. nysa Hill Timeless Tempo of Bohem
(SBIS GCh. Counterpoint Painted by Bohem SC x SBIS Ch. Brushwood Timeless Epic)

Tempo spent the winter in Canada, finishing his CKC title

top Hound breeder Susan Sprung, Best in Sighthound

with BOB & BOS over specials at 12 months, Group 3rd &

Sweepstakes under AKC President (& past AKC

two Puppy Group 1sts. Thanks to Trudy Taphorn for taking

Sighthound judge) Dennis Sprung, and finally Best in

such great care of him!

Hound Sweepstakes under Mr. Vasconsellos.

He came back home on Thursday, April 13. The next day he

Thank you to Mandy Clevenger, Trudy Taphorn and Pamela

took RWD at the SCWA specialty under breeder-judge Tracy

Magette (pictured) for showing Tempo to these wins.

Hite (Tivio); on Saturday a 4-pt. major at the Hound Classic
under Sighthound specialist Juan Carlos Vasconsellos
of Paraguay; and on Sunday Best in Sweepstakes under
Scott Mazer • Los Angeles, Calif.
Bo Bengtson • www.bohemwhippets.com
B r e e d e r : Angie Diehl
Ow n e r :

C O - Ow n e r :

A Brief History of Whippet Idol
AWC 2012 was the fourth year of the now-infamous “Whippet Idol”
competition at the Tuesday night AWC National Welcome Party.
Having been in on this particular bit of fun from the beginning, your
editor asked me to write up a little something about it. So, to put
some of our various bemused foreign visitors and confused first-time
National goers a little more in the picture, this is how it went...
The whole thing started back prior to the 2009 AWC National, when
I made some comment, somewhere on the internet, about having
not seen much grass for dog walking around the 2009 host hotel
via the miracle of Google Earth aerial photography. It is a full-time
job (believe me!) to correct all the people who are going around
being wrong somewhere on the internet, and I was duly contacted
by the regional show chair, David Howton, who took issue with my
observation. Once we got through the semi-obligatory “you can
exercise your dogs on the tennis courts” part (my dogs would poop
on a tennis court MAYBE if it was Centre Court at Wimbledon—they
are strictly grass court poopers), our conversation proceeded along
congenial paths and ended up with David expressing a wish for an
idea to do something at the 2009 National that had ‘never been done
at a National before.’
Whereupon, I opened my big yap and blurted out…”Why not a
karaoke contest? We could call it Whippet Idol!” Having recently
signed up for FB, I knew that a lot of my fellow Whippet exhibitors
were big fans of “American Idol” and loved to discuss the show,
so I thought maybe some of them might enjoy living out their Idol
fantasies a bit. David LOVED this idea, and incorporated it into the
Welcome Party along with an
Easter Costume contest (which
preceded the Idol competition).
He lined up people to play
the Idol judges (they were
great!) and an emcee (the
stylish and brilliantly acerbic
Joey Buchanan) and hired a
professional karaoke guy to
play the backing tracks for our
warbling Whippet songbirds to
flex their golden pipes to, and
attempt to impress us all.

2009 winner Kathy Davenport shows off
her boots (made for walking)
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When the idea first launched,
I can’t say there weren’t some
naysayers. Some of my own
friends in particular expressed
discomfort with the idea that
there was any entertainment
to be derived from watching
drunk people get onstage and
make fools of themselves. There
was also some skepticism that
enough people would have the
confidence to get up there and
sing in front of a live audience,
which would include a lot of
actual AKC-licensed judges
who might someday see these
people again in their rings.

By Karen Lee
Well, none of those
concerns were realized.
It turns there is a LOT
of entertainment to
be had from watching
drunk people get up on
stage and make fools of
themselves, and a lot of
performers were neither
drunk nor particularly
outrageous, although
there is a certain
element of that every
year…which is why
we say “what happens
at Whippet Idol, stays
at Whippet Idol.”
Whippet Idol 2009
kicked off in front of
a packed, noisy, and
enthusiastic house,
with a full programme
Carolyn Bowers, the 2009 Futurity judge, reacts
of “talent” who wanted
to the action onstage.
to get up on stage and
perform for their friends. A tradition began with Cindy Scott and CJ
Foxx in fabulous bell-bottomed jumpsuits, wigs, and makeup lipsynching to ABBA. It was the perfect way to start the show. Once
you’ve seen your National Show Chair up there shaking her feather
boa and green lame-clad rump onstage, it’s hard to worry about
“embarrassing yourself”. It’s all for fun, so just relax and go with it!
Some of the people took it pretty seriously, and showed off some
remarkable vocal talent. Others got up there and did performances
that were meant to be funny or outrageous. But everyone was
entertained, and lots of people got up to dance. Along with the
karaoke singing, there was also some standup comedy and a few
original pieces.
The actual judges were several anonymous hotel employees, but the
fake panel gamely made witty crosstalk with our snarky emcee, who
put Ryan Seacrest to shame! But that first Idol competition did also
start a tradition of some of the performers working a little “blue.”
You have been warned! While clothes stay on, it can get a little spicy
as the evening wears on.
There will never be another Idol quite like that first one, because of
the element of surprise…people simply had no idea what to expect,
so when a lot of the acts were very entertaining, the place just went
nuts. The hotel judges gave the competition in the end to a wellperformed version of “These Boots are Made For Walking” as sung
by Kathy Davenport.
I did not attend the 2010 National in Arizona, but I was told that Cindy
and CJ performed a routine dressed as Sonny and Cher as the kickoff
act. The winner was a young gal who showed Whippets and Borzoi
who must have sung very well—Amelia Gredys.
The hotel in Kentucky for 2011 did not have a suitable place inside
to do Whippet Idol and the Welcome Party, so Idol kicked off in
an outdoor tent which had been set up with a dance floor and a

Karaoke DJ. Like Atlanta 2009, Idol followed a costume contest, this
time for Kentucky Derby Hats: this year won by Red Tatro who had
a humorous mechanical bunny hat with moving ears. As had now
become established tradition, Cindy, CJ, and with the addition of Brad
Brisco, kicked off the performances; that year, impersonating the
bearded members of ZZ Top. The three panel judges were the actual
judges for 2011, and after seeing all the performances, they awarded
the Whippet Idol competition also to Red Tatro’s Mechanical Bunny
Hat. Nobody seemed to care too much at the time because everyone
was out dancing on the floor by then. Perhaps the judges were all
entered under Red Tatro at some upcoming show…who knows…
but the chair got it sorted out and eventually awarded first prize to
someone who had actually gotten up onstage and sung something—
Destinie Langford.
Over the first three years, it became pretty obvious how to win or
place high at Whippet Idol. You had to either a: Sing a song everyone
has heard of really REALLY well (this is how to win) Or b: sing
adequately but be hilarious, but not in a drunk-dad-at-the-weddingomgihopehedoesn’tfalloffthestageintoapuddleofhisownvomit kind of
way (this is how to come in second). Nothing too serious or earnest,
as the audience is usually both well-lubricated and sleep-deprived by
the time the Whippet Idol contestants take the stage. As we have
a good number of Whippet people who can actually sing, as well as
quite a few who are willing to get up there and be funny, Whippet Idol
is probably the most wide open competition at the National that isn’t
actually awarded via random draw.

Idol 2009: a starstruck audience member is inspired to join “ABBA” onstage.
Moving ahead to 2012—I was asked to take over as Emcee for Idol,
and I decided two changes needed to be made—first, that I would
clarify you could do something other than sing to be considered
for a prize, and second, that in the light of the Red Tatro Bunny Hat
controversy, I would for the first time make the audience part of the
judging process. I engaged three judges I felt would have a great
time with the concept, and then asked them to narrow their choices
down to a top three. The audience would choose the winner based on
voting once the top three were announced. This spawned the birth of
a new strategy for winning Idol.

The three judges for 2009: “Randy,” “Paula,” and “Simon” in character watching
the end of a performance.
When Shelly K’s Red Solo Cup group took the stage, I realized that
I was likely looking at our winner, if only the judges would put them
in the top 3. They took half the audience up onstage with them with
Red Solo Cups! I assume all these folks voted for themselves as part
of the group…and they won it all! So, now the three top strategies for
winning Idol are: a: Sing a song everyone has heard of really REALLY
well. Or b: sing adequately but be hilarious, but not in a drunk-dad-atthe-wedding-omgihopehedoesn’tfalloffthestage kind of way, and/or c:
incorporate as many potential voter audience members into your act
as you can fit on the stage.
Whippet Idol is now firmly ensconced as a “must see/must do” part
of the National week. While not every National venue might have an
appropriate setting for it, if it is held, you’re going to get the most
entertainment you’ll ever not have to buy a ticket to see. You won’t
want to miss it any year it is held. It’s fun to see another side of the
familiar faces you’ll see the next day, back in their show suits and in
grim pursuit of one of those
coveted National Specialty
plates and rosettes. It’s also
just fun to be a part of the
biggest, wildest, craziest
gathering of Whippet folk
that happens every year.
So, put on your dancing
shoes, check your dignity
and self-respect at the
door, and come join the
wild and crazy crew at the
next gathering. Whether
it stays WHIPPET IDOL
or morphs into the more
inclusive WHIPPET PEOPLE
GOT TALENT, a memorable
evening is guaranteed.
Karen Lee
Photos courtesy Mark Unger

The long-lost blonde Ramone? No, the author
coming in second in 2009 performing a Muddy
Waters song.
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Mostly About Italy
Some AWC members have been kind enough to tell me they enjoy
my ramblings in Whippet News. Since I also write frequently for
other dog publications (primarily Dogs in Review and Sighthound
Review), I probably should cut down a little on the “extra” writing so
as not to bore the readers, but it’s difficult when you’re experiencing
something interesting that relates to our breed. I’ll try to keep the
following brief.
First, a correction. Barbara Henderson points out that UK & Aust. Ch.
Peperone Solid Gold was bred by the McLeods’ son and daughter-in-law
in Australia, not by a daughter and son-in-law as stated in the last issue
of WN. My mistake; apologies.
Almost immediately after the AWC National Specialty I left for
nearly two weeks in Italy. I have judged there before, and this
time was looking forward to seeing their Whippets at the Italian
Sighthound Club’s spring show at Padenghe near Lake Garda in
northern Italy. There’s no Whippet club in Italy, so this is as close to
a breed specialty as it gets. Russell McFadden reported from judging
Whippets at this show last year, and Claire Newcombe did so in 2010.
There was an entry of 117 Whippets (in spite of the fact that the
international all-breed Monaco show circuit moved in on the same
weekend this year), and just like Russell I found the best dogs as
good as ours, although the overall quality was probably a little more
uneven. The presentation varied a lot: the best handlers are every
bit as talented as ours, but there were also some novice exhibitors
(and exhibits) who didn’t have a clue, and especially when the dogs
had obvious potential I really wanted to take some time to work with
them. Critiques and grades (Excellent, Very Good, Good, etc.) are
awarded to every exhibit, so judging over there takes a lot of time —
officially you’re supposed to judge only a maximum of 80 dogs per
day. It started raining half-way through the dog classes, which slowed
things down further, but in true Italian style we simply decided,
without any consultation with officials, to break early for lunch; I was
soaked at this point, but a new rain coat and a couple of glasses of
red wine with the pasta made things look a lot brighter. When it was
time for bitch judging the rain had stopped and stayed away for the
rest of the day.
My BOB was a lovely, powerful yet elegant yearling bitch with
fantastic movement named Sobresalto Ndringhete N’ Dra’ (weird
name, I know), mostly brindle with a little white trim. She could easily
hold her own with the best we have in the U.S.; it will be interesting
to see how she matures.
One of the closest decisions of the day was selecting best bitch. The
Champion class was won by the very feminine white, Ch. Rivarco
Tinuviel (Ch. Adagio Love Supreme x Ch. Rivarco Arwen), and the CAC
had gone to the young brindle & white winner of the Open class, Sobers
Mimosa (Ch. Barnesmore Galileo x Sportingfield Primrose at Sobers).
All three are top class, but “Nenne,” as the BOB winner is called (after
Nenne Runsten, natch), was impossible to deny on presence alone,
although too young to be eligible for the CAC.
Her breeding is mostly European, and both parents are homebred, but
there are two Paris dogs from the U.S. and Ch. Sporting Fields Jazz Fest
in the third generation, and Ch. Statuesque Extortion in the fourth.
BOS was the very attractive fawn & white Am. Ch. Festiva’s Been
There Done That, who’s on an extended lease to Italy and has already
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By Bo Bengtson
sired his first puppies over there. He’s difficult to fault seriously
and moved beautifully; it was nice to see him looking happy and so
obviously well cared for.
Others I liked were last year’s Junior sensation, Ch. Sobresalto Kesté
(by Ch. Bohem Bon Vivant), who continues to do well in spite of an
accident that cut his tail in half, although he “only” got a Res. CAC
here. He was defeated for the CAC by a low-key, very correct, mostly
brindle dog named Yohji Yamamoto, from the “fashion” litter that has
produced several champions already (by Ch. Sobresalto Jamiroquai x
Ch. Roulette Russe du Sac à Malices); I can’t imagine why he’s not a
champion yet at just over four years of age. (Someone who obviously
knows me well said she KNEW I was going to like him. It’s good to be
predictable, I guess.) In bitches the Res. CAC went to Bessie Love Fast
Dunderry, another Love Supreme daughter.
The “Working” class winners have separate CAC’s; in dogs this
went to the light brindle Whipprior’s Zerozerosette and in bitches to
the very appealing Flic Flac O Sole Mio, German-born, an Austrian
Champion and very familiar-looking: I found out later she’s partly of
my own breeding.
Among others I particularly liked were two beautiful puppies, the
pale brindle dog with white trim Giotto dei Boschi di Kalamor (sired
by English import Hillsdown Rufus) and the glamorous, extremely
well presented (by a professional handler from Latvia, I was told later)
Sobresalto Pizza Marinara. There was also a very promising baby
puppy, the mostly sable red bitch Whipcat Lady In Red, of all English
Courthill breeding but owned, bred and very well presented by the
Oschinskis from Germany. At the other end of the spectrum, best
Veteran male was Ch. My Camelot Forever Fire (bred in Slovenia but
out of a Lorricbrook dam), and best Veteran bitch was the previously
mentioned, now 10-year old brindle Roulette Russe, dam of the dog
CAC winner.
At the end of the day I had the pleasure of putting the BOB Whippet
second in the Sighthound Club’s BIS line-up, defeated only by a
very handsome Irish Wolfhound from France. The European Irish
Wolfhound Federation held a World Congress during the weekend
and hosted an independent breed specialty after the Sighthound
show, so their entries were even bigger than for Whippets.
The following weekend the all-breed shows in Naples, a couple
of hours south of Rome, were of less interest from a Whippet
standpoint, although it was nice to see the Padenghe BOB winner
win a Group from the classes the first day under a Danish judge, Kitty
Sjong. The next day Irish judge Tom Hehir awarded BOB to my CAC
winner from the specialty, Sobers Mimosa, whom I later placed 3rd in
the group — which was won by a Greyhound from the same kennel.
Bitte Ahrens is one of the most talented dog people anywhere and
almost as well known in the U.S., England and her native Sweden
as she is in Italy, where she has lived for many years now. Bitte’s
grandmother was a successful Greyhound breeder in Sweden when
I lived there; if I remember correctly she even had a Whippet litter,
but it’s Bitte who made them an integral part of the Sobers kennel
in recent years.
A visit to the Sobresalto kennel outside Naples deserves its own
chapter, but that will have to wait. Arnaldo Cotugno and his wife
Annalisa Rovani visited the AWC national specialty last year, and
I hope they will come back. It was a fascinating experience: just

imagine 16 Whippets living peacefully in the kitchen, without so much
as a growl or a bark. And the dogs were good-looking as well, many
of them descending mostly or in part from U.S. bloodlines. Sobresalto
is one of the top Whippet kennels in Italy (together with Sobers and
Rivarco), and one of the most successful in Europe as well. I wouldn’t
be surprised if they will have quite an impact on US Whippets as well
in the future.
Bo Bengtson

The two Veteran winners, left Ch. My Camelot Forever Fire; right Ch. Roulette
Russe du Sac à Malices

BOB Sobresalto Sobresalto Ndringhete N’ Dra’

The winning Junior bitch, Sobresalto Pizza Marinara

BOS Am. Ch. Festiva’s Been There Done That

Best Puppy, Whipcat Lady In Red
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Cottonwood
Introducing the Four Fabulous
Fashion Front Runners
The Designers...

Cottonwood Versace at
Coreymore “Gianni”
Co-Owned with our good friend Sue Carbajal

Cottonwood Vuitton “Louie”
Owned by Harriet Vincent

Cottonwood

photo by r honda Gold

photo by tim ber na r d

...and The Models

Cottonwood Vanilla Sky
at Coreymore “Fancy”
Co-Owned with Sue Carbajal

All sired by
Can. Ch. Albelarm Kaleidoscope
at Lorricbrook,
out of our beautiful
Ch. Cottonwood Under Starry Skies.

Cottonwood Vavavoom
at Albelarm “Ava”
Co-Owned with Calley Rupp

Cottonwood Whippets
Harriet Vincent  Lake Forest, IL  847-234-1227

In Memory of Georgette Maclean
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as published in the The Register Star

Champion Tangens Triton X-100
(FC Tangens Riley Outback Runner, MC, CGC, OTR x Plumcreek HW Across The Moon)

Finished in style with four majors and points to spare,
all from the Bred By Exhibitor class

It was extra fun to finish at a Whippet Specialty and under
Tracy Hite and to win the Merci Isle trophy
eva@tangenshounds.com
www.tangenshounds.com

Eva Engvall

It Takes a Village (Idiot) To Do Hospitality
First let me say a special thank you to the hospitality crew
for the 2012 national:
Ellen Mount, George Guba, Jackie Vano, Paula Knight, and Vicki
Gaston, as well as those who offered their assistance each day to
make the hospitality suite run smoothly.
Hospitality was 100% privately funded this year through donations
from the hospitality crew above, Dr. Barbara Henderson, Juanita
Irvin, Shelley Hennessy, Wendy Clark, Kristi Osterloo, Sue Nichols,
and Donna and Larry Richardson, and those of you who tossed a
few dollars in the donation jar with each visit. Total receipts came to
$2,172, and income came to $2,302, with a profit being returned to
the AWC of $130… yes you read that correctly: A PROFIT OF $130!
Hospitality this year was a monumental undertaking, but it was my
pleasure to coordinate it for the exhibitors. Below you will find a
somewhat tongue in cheek account of what it took for this to happen.
I hope you enjoy it.
Mary Alderman

Forward
Like most horrible life experiences, it takes one time to come to
terms with their worst nightmares and the ability to face them
head on. This memoir is my way to face this demon and come to
terms with the nature of my insanity. I’m hopeful that this cleansing
experience will prevent me from ever embarking on such an insane
endeavor again, at least for the foreseeable future.

Chapter 1 – From concept to reality
Once it was announced that the 2012 AWC National Specialty would
be in Huron, Ohio I immediately contacted the local show chair, Judy
Lowther, to let her know that I would love to be the hospitality chair.
Mind you, this was almost two years ago, so I had plenty of time for
this idea to take seed and grow like a fungus upon my psyche.
As in all things that I endeavor to do, hospitality was going to be done
right, but what does that mean? To that question the answer would
resemble an ever changing tapestry of ideas that would grow from
within, starting from a simple thought and becoming a monstrosity
that would take a village to pull off.
So the planning began with visits to many local supermarkets,
restaurant suppliers, and wholesale stores, and a list of supplies and
needs started to form. This process took months to pull together, and
included planning sessions with members of my committee, did I
mention my mother was drawn into my delusion, as well as volunteers
Jackie Vano and Paula Knight, and over time the concept began to
seem like a reality. Hospitality would offer breakfast, a light lunch, and
dinner each day during the national.
One thing became obvious through all the planning, it was going to
take money to make this work, but in light of recent losses to the club
things would need to be done differently this year if we were going
to pull this off. I decided that an effort would be put forth to make the
2012 hospitality completely privately funded through donations, which
had never been done before to the best of my knowledge.
So with the prospect of needing a lot of money, and no easy way to
raise it, I took one step further into madness when I volunteered to
provide breakfast and lunch for a nominal fee to the entrants at the
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AKC and ASFA lure coursing trials the weekend before the national.
My reasoning was that the profits I could raise from this effort could
allow me to add approximately $300 to the hospitality budget.

Chapter 2 – Reality strikes
So with the seeds firmly planted and the concept set into motion, the
time for reality to set in had arrived. About two months before the
national, private donations were solicited from AWC members and
friends of the club, and a handful of very generous people decided
to answer the calling, as if from a greater power above, and donate
toward the cause. It was through these donations that the budding
hospitality idea began to grow and purchasing could commence. Did
I mention that in the hospitality chair job description, it should state
that large mini van without rear seats, or other suitably large vehicle is
required? In addition, trailer large enough to transport 2.5 tons of said
purchases is not only recommended, but required.
So trip after trip was made and quickly all storage space in the trailer,
kitchen, living room, and just about every nook and cranny was filled
to capacity. Enough was held back from the initial funds to purchase
the perishables needed to feed the lure coursers and on Wednesday
before the national my hospitality week began.

Chapter 3 – How much hamburger?
So the menu has been set, and we will be serving chili mac and
sloppy joes for lunch at the coursing, and tacos at the hospitality
room at the host hotel. Just how much hamburger do you think
I made? Try 30 greasy, slimy, messy pounds!!! Never in my life
have I had to brown 30 lbs. of ground beef, let alone make it into
a consumable final product. Coming from someone who does not
cook, and is actually allergic to a stovetop and oven, this was the
equivalent of climbing Mount Everest in mid Winter. I was up to my
elbows in ground beef and grease, and did I mention I was doing this
in my mother’s kitchen when she was away? I easily hold the title of
World’s Messiest Cook, and when my mother arrived home, I thought
I would need to call 911 to resuscitate the poor woman. The first
words out of her mouth were “What did you do to my kitchen?!?” I
then broke the news to her that I had already cleaned half of it up!
So a lobster pot full of chili , ¾ of a lobster pot of sloppy joe, and
about ½ that much of taco meat were made, packaged, and either
packed for freezing or refrigeration and then the fun of finding a place
to stow all this stuff began. Who needs to keep milk, juice, and other
personal items in a refrigerator, right? Well after much rearranging and
stacking everything miraculously fit.
Then the fun of cooking fresh biscuits began. By this time it was
almost 7:00 p.m. and the Whippets at home were crossing their
legs for sure, so I helped clean up most of the mess I made and left
the baking of the biscuits to my mother’s capable hands. Did I also
mention she baked over 200 cookies, 4 pans of brownies, and a bonus
pineapple upside down cake? No one ever knew about the pineapple
upside down cake though, since my very capable hospitality crew
claimed it upon arrival at the host hotel to be part of our private stash.
I believe it was consumed sometime on Thursday by a very tired,
stressed, and overworked crew, who deserved every moist, sweet,
and delicious piece. Yum.
continued on page 54

It Takes a Village (Idiot) To Do Hospitality
continued from page 52
Well I digress. So Friday dawned to an already sore, tired, and
stressed out hospitality chair on the verge of a nervous breakdown,
who had to pack for herself, her dogs, and the hospitality suite for the
following week, in addition to everything needed to vend on site at
the lure coursing. Remarkably I was able to hitch the trailer, and get
everything loaded and out of my house by 5:00 p.m. I then proceeded
to my mother’s to pick up 95% of the contents of her refrigerator, the
baked goods and another cooler, and I was then off for the 70 minute
drive to Erie Metroparks.

Chapter 4 – Are we there yet?
Did I mention throughout this time, I’m working on a budding
romance with a very debonair and probably soon to be ex boyfriend
named George Guba, who has now been roped into my insanity as
well? I was gratefully met by him at the lure trial site and he helped
set up camp and get everything ready for the next day. About
midnight it was finally time to head to bed and when I went to grab
my nightshirt from the suitcase, I experienced a blond moment in my
Preference by Loreal life, the suitcase had been left behind in Toledo.
After a few expletives, I resigned myself to sleeping in my t-shirt,
George set the alarm clock and we went to bed.
The next morning was to begin at 5:00 a.m. with a cell phone alarm,
but what happens when the battery dies in the cell phone overnight?
You wake up at 6:15 a.m. to car headlights and talking in the parking
lot. A few more expletives escaped my mouth and my feet hit the
floor in a flash. I was expected to prepare breakfast for 20+ people
starting at 6:30 and I had to rise to the occasion.
By 6:30 a.m. I was greeted by a handful of coffee deprived individuals
looking for caffeine and food and I had to explain to them the coffee would
be late? I was so relieved they didn’t lynch me, but instead just came back
in 20 minutes. So breakfast was late, the griddle wouldn’t heat sufficiently
to cook the eggs fast enough, but on a high note, the sausages, biscuits
and gravy were a big hit and all worked out in the end. So day one
breakfast was over and the messiest cook in the world (me) now had a
sink full of dirty dishes to clean up and a table to get ready for lunch.
Our preparations and the close proximity to the lure coursing field
allowed the lunch to be warmed in crock pots and delivered by my
mother each day about 11:10 a.m. By 11:45 a.m. all present were fed
and back to coursing. So day one was now complete and exhaustion
was setting in so a nap was in order. That is when I remembered my
missing suitcase, so a trip back to Toledo was required. Finally about
10:00 p.m. it was time to go to bed, and my head didn’t leave the
pillow until 5:00 a.m. Sunday morning.
Sunday things went markedly better, since I had learned from my
mistakes the previous day, and the alarm went off on time. Breakfast
went off without a hitch, and lunch arrived on time at 11:10 a.m. and
once again all were fed and happy within 45 minutes. After a couple
hours of clean up and packing the trailer down for travel, I pulled out
of Michigan with $300 in profits to use to purchase the perishables
for the hospitality suite at Sawmill. So the next destination was
the GFS Marketplace in Toledo, who are now on a first name basis
with me, and after spending the $300 I had just made, they gladly
helped me load more stuff into my already packed trailer, my van, and
George Guba’s van as well, and off we set for Huron, OH.
Now the fun begins, at least that is what I thought.
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Chapter 5 – Welcome to Sawmill Creek Resort
We pulled into Sawmill Creek about 5:00 p.m. on Sunday night and
quickly found that no bellmen were on duty due to being off season.
Needless to say expletives are now becoming a part of my everyday
language, but nothing could be done to change the fact that I would
have no help unloading except George, so I just sucked it up and we
started unloading the 2.5 tons of stuff for the hospitality suite. Luckily
the ever gracious and helpful Kaleena Lowther joined in and it only
took us 75 loads to get everything into the hotel, or at least that’s the
way it seemed, especially considering there were no automatic doors.
Who would build a resort hotel without automatic doors?
I checked into my hotel room and then proceeded to take the trailer
to the camping area so I could set it up for the dogs. Given my
commitments for the week, I knew it would be easier on the dogs, and
less stressful for them to live in their home away from home for the
week, since they are so used to traveling. The walk to the other end of
the hotel facility would prove to be difficult as the week progressed, but
was a blessing in disguise when I finally got to relax in the nice evening
air resting in my lawn chair while the Whippets played.
After getting camp all set up, it was after 9:00 p.m., the hotel
restaurant was closed, and neither George nor I had found time to eat,
and we still had to put away everything in the hospitality suite. Food
was first on our lists of priorities, so we drove into Sandusky and found
a restaurant thankfully still open. We returned to Sawmill about 10:30
p.m. and spent the next hour and a half putting away stuff and getting
the hospitality room ready for Monday. It was after midnight by the
time our heads hit the pillow and it was decided that hospitality would
not be opened on Monday morning, but rather lunch time instead. So
after the pain pills kicked in to curb the pain in our barking backs we
thought for sure that we would sleep, but that was not to be. Instead
sleep consisted of a series of power naps and restless tossing.
We were exhausted, but too tired to sleep well.
The morning dawned and dog duties called and we welcomed the
fresh air and sunshine of Monday morning. After getting everything
situated for the canines, it was time for hospitality duties to begin.

Chapter 6 – Let the feedings begin
With my mind clear and the refreshment of fresh air and sunshine
I entered the hospitality suite about 10:30 a.m. ready to do battle. I
first visited the refrigerators to get out the salad and fixings, next stop
the ice machine to get ice, then the reinforcements arrived, when
Paula Knight and Vicki Gaston showed up bearing more food for the
masses. Plates were set out, utensils readied for the rush, and the
doors were opened at 11:30 a.m. sharp. Monday traffic was relatively
light, but was a slight indicator that we had underestimated the
voracity of the crowd.
Our small but plentiful salad bar was a hit. Word of the Monday feast
spread like wildfire in a drought ridden prairie, and Tuesday would
prove to be the true test of the hospitality crew’s resolve.
Monday afternoon it was necessary to drive half way home to meet
up with my mother, to pick up another load of stuff for the hospitality
suite. It’s remarkable just how much stuff can fit into a minivan. So
with the exchange made it was then time to head to GFS Marketplace
in Sandusky to pick up more perishable food items. Then back to
Sawmill Creek Resort where we had to once again unload cart after

cart of stuff for hospitality. With each load I was now cursing the fact
that there were no automatic doors.
By 8:00 p.m. it was finally time for us to get something to eat
ourselves. Finally made it to bed around 11:30 p.m.
Tuesday morning dawned with a 6:00 a.m. alarm and a comatose
walk to the hospitality suite to start the coffee and set out the
refrigerated food items. By 7:00 a.m. the door was opened and
people started to trickle in. Things went smoothly and I started to get
the feeling that we were actually getting the knack of this. That was
until lunch time.

Chapter 7 – Trial by fire
The Tuesday lunch crowd was especially plentiful, considering it was
only Tuesday and the majority of exhibitors had not yet arrived in Huron,
but the demand on our lunch buffet proved just how much we had
underestimated what it would take to pull this off. Salads went quickly,
as did the hot cheese dip, and at the end of the lunch hour, the crew
was battered and bruised and the cupboards were picked almost bare.
Another trip to the store was needed but why should I be surprised?
More trips unloading the stuff through the blasted manual hotel front
doors, and more putting things away. It was on Tuesday that I kissed
the ground that my mother walked on, since she decided to come down
to Sawmill Creek a day earlier than planned, because she thought I
sounded stressed. Stressed?!? Do you think so?!?
Tuesday evening was much better since we were not opening
hospitality and George and I were allowed the opportunity to attend the
welcome party and enjoy dinner with friends, while my poor mother
worked feverishly organizing the hospitality room and getting it ready
for Wednesday. When she asked what we were going to serve for
lunch on Wednesday, my response was EVERYTHING!!! By this time
I knew that whatever we served would be eaten quickly, and there
would be no way we could effectively serve every exhibitor who was
attending the show.
Tuesday night I spoke with the chef in the restaurant, and the
restaurant manager, and together we concluded in order for everyone
to be able to eat in a 60 minutes period over the lunch hour, that it
would mean the restaurant would have to offer a buffet of some
sort, and the chef asked if I thought that a cold lunch buffet would
work. I explained that we were offering a salad bar upstairs and the
cold buffet would work well. What a good decision that turned out
to be. The hotel made a good lunch time income, and things went so
smoothly that they decided they would offer a lunch buffet Thursday
and Friday as well.
Never before has a hotel been so accommodating and understanding
of the fact that the club was also offering food that could take away
from their income, but they were short staffed for off-season, and
knew they could not fill the needs put in front of them. Throughout
the rest of the week, I kept in close contact with the restaurant
manager to insure that the hotel was being supported and that
hospitality was not causing a drain on their business, and he assured
me that things were great and he was thankful I had let them know
about the exhibitor’s needs and expected number of guests that
would need to be served.

help that I couldn’t begin to name everyone, so I won’t try, but when
I was approached by someone offering help, I’d start barking out
commands, like a Marine Corp drill sergeant while flinging trays,
vegetables, meat, whatever at them. I’m happy to report that no one
was injured by a misfired cheese ball, but if they had been injured,
they were probably consumed by the hungry masses in their midst,
so I wouldn’t have known about it anyway. My hospitality crew got
sick of me saying thank you every 10 seconds, but at that point in
time, it was the only two words in my vocabulary, since I didn’t
want to upset them. The volunteers busily handled their tasks with
expertise and the buffets were set to perfection each day.
Each day would end with another trip to Walmart, more unloading
through the blasted manual door, and putting the stuff away. The 6:00
a.m. alarm became an ever irritating reminder that the day would be
filled with endless work, and each night the days did not end for the
hospitality crew until well past midnight. Who needs sleep anyway?
Did I mention that in addition to hospitality, I was also in charge of
Banquet and showing 5 of my own dogs?
By Friday at lunch time, my body hurt, I was working on pure
adrenaline, and then while eating lunch it happened, I crashed and fell
asleep mid-conversation with George and my mother. I then knew
that sleep was required, but that would mean not showing my 10-12
veteran dog. So I said
to George, if you want to have someone take him in great, but I’m too
tired to wiggle, let alone show the dog, and off
I went to bed.
I was awoken about 90 minutes later to word that Finn won a plate,
not just any plate but the coveted large plate that I had been drooling
over all week. I immediately broke into tears. Tears over a plate?
I know, looking back on it now, it seems like an overreaction, but
considering the exhaustion I was feeling, at that moment it was very
emotional and meant the world to me.

Chapter 8 – Light at the end of the tunnel
So one final trip to Walmart before the night time hospitality, a pizza
party, which meant that the hospitality week was finally coming to
a close. After rushing around all week long, it seemed anticlimactic
when we closed the doors Friday night, knowing that on Saturday
morning we would reopen to offer coffee and rolls, but no buffet
would be set and no lunch would be served, only cold pizza left from
the night before. The week had finally ended for hospitality and all
that was left now was to clean-up.

Closing Moments
A month later, as I sit here writing this story, I’m still shocked and
amazed that my vision actually came together, and that members and
exhibitors rose to the occasion, donated generously, and privately
funded hospitality. I had the best hospitality crew imaginable who
donated many food items themselves and refused reimbursements,
which is why we were able to show a profit. My heart is warmed with
the fact that the Whippet community has so many wonderful, caring,
and generous people. God bless you my friends.

So the remainder of the week hospitality offered breakfast, lunch and
dinner. There were so many volunteers who came and went offering
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It’s not too soon to start thinking about next year’s National. And sorry, you can’t order a shirt with this beautiful design quite yet!
April 21-27, 2013 — Valley River Inn, Eugene, OR — www.valleyriverinn.com — www.awc2013.com

